


Chapter 1: My Story With Canines

Tony Nila

Introduction

In order to share my story of how I became involved with canines and Wolfdogs, I

ultimately have to start from the very beginning of when I first started becoming

influenced as a child.
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I was raised by a single mother who came here illegally from Central America

Guatemala which was quite a struggle for our lifestyle, until my mom was able to

obtain her citizenship.

During this time my mother used to clean houses for a living, but had no way of

finding transportation and oftentimes would ride a bike from Ventura California to

Ojai. An uphill hour and a half bike ride with a vacuum strapped to her back.
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Childcare was difficult, so she often had to take my sister and I to her clients homes

with her. Here is where we had to learn to be self-aware, respectful, learning to

entertain ourselves while she was House Cleaning. Many times these homes that

we would often visit had pets.

Pets and dog breeds that I never dreamt that I would ever be able to own one day.

The kind of expensive dogs that you see on TV that were well bred, and cared for.

As a child I understood that perhaps owning one of these breeds was just a pipe

dream. The reality was that my sister and I would often find stray dogs that we

would bring home. We often visited our local shelter to pick up abandoned animals
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and we soon realized how emotionally traumatized their situation was. Something

our parents were not willing to deal with, so often we would return home from

school only to realize our family dog was returned to the shelter.

You would think this is where my love of animals began, but it’s actually not that

kind of a story. This is where my fear of dogs and owning animals began. Although

many of my mothers clients owned wonderful pets, there was not as much

education on dog training available; it was not even considered an honorable career

in the 70s. Back then trainers would charge $25 a lesson and knowledge was scarce,

keep in mind we had no Internet back then. No YouTube, Google etc.

One of the most horrific memories that I had was being at a barbecue function with

my family, and witnessing my sister attacked and bitten in the face by a German

Shepherd. There was blood pouring down her face as she stood there in shock and

disbelief. I remember every detail leading up to the event. Yet as a child I was

unable to articulate or process any of this information. The only thing ingrained in

my mind was my parents rushing my sister to the hospital and seeing her undergo

stitches squirming in discomfort and pain

Later my parents quickly started realizing how uncomfortable I became around

animals. All kinds of animals, not just dogs, and this upset my mother very much. At

the time she had met my stepdad, a former military man. Seeing a young boy

grabbing onto his mother every time he saw a dog on the street probably upset him

more than it upset my mother as I’m sure he felt embarrassed by my

submissiveness. His only desire was to toughen me up.

If I displayed any discomfort my stepfather at the time would force my interaction

between me and a dog which always resulted in me getting bit because naturally

dogs are uncomfortable with my insecurity. As a result I learn to suppress my fear

outwardly, I can only internalize my anxiety because of the fear of being forced to

engage with a dog.
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It seemed my situation was getting worse. There was a very real possibility that

going into adulthood I would be an advocate of anti-pet ownership. Also a good

possibility that I would have no desire to have animals in my life at all.

Animals only scared me and brought me discomfort, and in return the anxiety

induced my asthma so that it became an emotional health risk to be around

animals. Dogs especially.

I wound up in the hospital many times because of the stress that induced my

asthma so severely. Common asthma medication and inhalers back then were not

effective enough to subside my symptoms.

During this time my parents had a serious talk as to the most cost efficient solution

to my problem. We did not have any insurance or any means to find me

professional therapy.

Which brings me to my next life event…The moment I owned my first dog!

My father brought home what looked like a giant stuffed teddy bear! A teddy bear

that was overly excited to see me, and yet I never perceived it as a threat. I was able

to love on this puppy and as a child probably put her through situations that no dog

should have to go through, as I knew nothing about caring for animals.

I named my new puppy Lolly and she slowly became my new best friend! As she got

older her appearance started to change drastically and her size quickly grew. It

became apparent that Lolly was not gonna be a small dog forever.

As Lolly got older her breed started to reveal itself and it was then that my sister

and I quickly realized that Lolly was a German Shepherd! Which happens to be the

same breed that had attacked my sister.

I had no reservations towards Lolly and instead I became obsessive with her breed!

Come to think of it, being that my step father was a former marine, wanting a
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German Shepard made sense. It was then that my father turned me onto television

shows that Featured German shepherds and movies that my parents allowed us to

watch despite the ratings or the appropriateness of that may have not been rated

for children.

As time went by it was clear to me that Lolly’s breed was widely used for police

work, and it was then that I thought to myself, it would be so awesome to have a

dog that can think for itself and go get help should I need it, or offer me protection

when I was at a disadvantage to do so myself.

Because of the type of breed that I had, it’s no secret that like most first time

working breed owners, they get involved in training that is specifically designed for

their breed. In this case protection work is the direction that Lolly took me.

A specific sport called Schutzhund. Schutzhund is a sport designed to test the

temperament, health and breed-ability of a future working line. This meant that the

K9 had to go through rigorous tests as to its proficiency at being able to track scent,

and excel in obedience, while being able to read their environment and understand

social cues from their human as to when it is appropriate to bite as well as when it

is not appropriate to bite someone.

During the evolution of the sport the direction of training was taking a turn in the

industry. People started having reservations on certain methods and styles of

training, often bickering and ridiculing each other as to their knowledge assessment

of working with dogs. I entered into the sport at the beginning of a trend that has

now taken this world by storm. The inception of training methods and styles.

From 1993 to the year 2000 I have had many mentors and became very proficient in

traditional-based methods, positive reinforcement, clicker training, e-collar. In

addition there were other training methods that have come and gone.

At one point in my life I was considered what used to be known as a master dog

trainer which simply meant you are not a method extremist and not only are you
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aware of the different approaches to training dogs, but you are proficient in each

approach, not just a hobby trainer or dabbling so to speak. Your experience comes

from 100% full time work, and not a part time trainer.

During this time it was quite clear to me that almost every training method had a

flaw, unique to that particular method, and that not all approaches could be used

as a cookie-cutter type approach, to all behavioral issues or the individualistic

personality of a canine. Which other trainers and owners have also recognized,

causing them to develop a more balanced training approach utilizing a hybrid blend

of several methods.

The only problem is that for the amount of time it takes one person to master their

set of skills, nobody wants to start all over again just to master a completely

different approach that will take years for them to become proficient at. It is much

easier to dismiss other approaches as flawed rather than experiencing them for

yourself as to whether these methods are truly flawed or whether it is actually the

proficiency of the handler or the teacher.

During this time, popular tv shows started to emerge and mainstream training

began to take hold. One of the main schools of thought that was constantly

preached for many years by the positive only entourage, was that using wolf biology

and research to better help understand how to train dogs is highly problematic. You

cannot train a dog like a wolf, much like you shouldn’t train a chimpanzee like a

human. Other positive mantras were,  you cannot train a killer whale with a pinch

collar, so this caused traditional knowledge to become a thing of the past.

Mainstream dog training was now about conditioning animals to perform tricks and

trick obedience became the wave of the future.

I will be the first to admit I also hopped on the same boat, which is the reason why I

am so proficient at clicker training. But it dawned on me that dog training in general

regardless of methods and strategies all have a flaw, all of them. It was my goal to

find the missing link to that flaw that all Professional trainers and owners are
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missing. The ability for our animals to make proper cognitive decisions without

being told or micro-managed through conditioned obedience ques.

Over the years I became obsessive trying to crack this puzzle piece to make me

more proficient and a better version of myself while working with animals. This

eventually burnt me out and caused me to take a long break working with clients

and their dogs.

During this time I started re-evaluating my approach and started working on

behavior modification with Wolfdogs. Why Wolfdogs you ask?

Simply because I was brainwashed by a dog training industry that you can’t work

with dogs like wolves. Well If that is so… what do you do in the case of working with

a Wolfdog?
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As I started working with Wolfdogs, I noticed a very similar trend amongst owners

of these majestic beautiful animals. I realize that they were also brainwashed with a

belief system that you cannot train wolves and wolfdogs like a pet dog.  So the lack

of working with their own Wolfdogs created behaviors not all that unfamiliar to

behavioral issues that dog owners carry with them throughout life. There was a

community of Wolfdog Owners who felt they had a good excuse. That excuse was,

they’re not dogs so you can’t train them as such.

After working with Wolfdogs I realized the importance of understanding the

difference between beliefs and knowledge.

Knowledge is the education you receive from experience by knowing things that

you have done through trial and error over and over. Beliefs however are stories,

theories handed to you with the faith the information you’re receiving is in fact

knowledge. In order to feel comfortable with the knowledge that is handed to you,

you must have what the religious definition of faith is. Without faith none of this

knowledge will make any sense and many things can be dispelled as myth.

I had realized that growing up in the dog training industry the direction and the

future of our canines is mainly based in beliefs and faith. Even scientific research or

independent research has become popular and mainstream without ever being

peer reviewed by a university

I soon realize after working some time with Wolfdogs they most certainly can be

trained like dogs! Whether that’s clicker training or positive enforcement. I’ve even

seen difficult wolfdogs E-collar trained to be off leash and behave similarly to your

every day dogs you see at the dog park. As a matter of fact many zoo staff utilize

operant conditioning and training to condition animals to be able to help with

handling during exams, medication and even preparation for surgery.

During this time it became clear to me that other trainers were also connecting the

dots, but during this time I had a very important tool under my belt that gave me a
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competitive advantage over other professional colleagues. My advantage was my

sensory processing disorder, my sensitivity to being hyper aware of my

environmental surroundings as well as being overly empathetic.

Having these attributes helps me with observable behavior and the ability to

recognize patterns. They say that the definition of insanity is continuing to do the

same thing over and over and expecting a different result.

As one of my most recent best friends and colleagues had pointed out, you’re

repeating your old mistakes and applying them to wolves and Wolfdogs. It was at

this moment that I learned the huge difference between our domesticated breeds

and wild candids. What is the difference you ask?

The big difference is that they know how to fend for themselves, take care of

themselves, keep themselves from danger, keep their young from danger, or are

hyper aware of their environment and are less reactive than a domestic breed.

Our domestic breeds, much like their owners, can be dropped in the middle of a

forest and will slowly die as they have no common sense when it comes to survival

skills. As a matter of fact even common sense among humans is turning out to be

less common.

Observing this did not take a genius to know that animals in the animal kingdom

are not trained by humans. Orcas and dolphins are some of the most intelligent

creatures on this earth and wildlife biologists see remarkable decision-making and

problem-solving skills all the time. Most people are absolutely unaware, as to the

capabilities and cognitive abilities of wild animals! Abilities that our common pets

don’t have.

As a result our pets need to be micromanaged and controlled through obedience

commands and constant supervision.
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Some global influential trainers also know this about their own dogs, in denial that

their own training systems still never promote an animal being fully capable of

making their own sound decisions without human direction. They are so willing to

accept defeat or make excuses.

As so many of you have probably observed. Most homeless people have off leash

dogs that have required zero training to learn how to function and be a calm

member of society.

So why is this anomaly taking place? And what can Wolfdogs and observable

behavior teach us about our own pets.

This is where my story has a silver lining. I would like to admit that I did not solve

this puzzle piece all on my own. Truth is, that a friend in the behavioral science

industry had been following my work and social Media. Because of their kindness,

they quickly pointed out to me how important latent learning is to wild animals and

how our domestic pets are not latent learners, they are operant learners. Therefore

our pets do not even know how to cross the street, or how to self police, not

knowing how their energy affects those around them.

Once you’re able to understand this latent form of learning, and how it applies to

everything your dog experiences from puppyhood to adult. It becomes painfully

obvious that we should have never gotten in the habit of training our dogs to begin

with. As a parent of a child, it is not your job to train children, it is your job to raise

your children so they can make proper decisions for themselves when they leave

the nest.

Training often becomes confrontational whether you’re using a positive only

approach or a traditional approach. Learning can be stressful despite your style or

method. But natural latent learning will dissolve your dog's dependency on

constantly needing your direction just to be a well behaved dog.
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Before I go any further, let me state unequivocally that I am not anti-dog training.

Zoos, service dog work in terms of task training, and K9 Protection training all

benefit from operant conditioning. However, if we can develop a dog's cognitive

learning function in addition to what we're already doing with them, you'll see a

whole new thinking animal in front of you that you didn't realize was there, one

with whom you can have a deeper relationship.
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Chapter2: My Philosophy

The Latent Approach

My Approach

When I work with clients, I promote the development of  a Canine's cognitive

potential with complete respect for the animal and their possibilities, I avoid using

any coercion with food or collars. A dog who reads an environment instead of

reacting to an environment, one that considers and chooses the right action for

every given situation is a happy and free dog, being a nuisance to no one.
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In this book we will present a comprehensive latent method that you can use in

your daily life to improve and remodel your interactions with your dog, as well as

yourself.

I am delighted to offer you this opportunity on behavior and training canines from a

more natural perspective. One of the most typical issues in any subject is that we

have been accustomed to seeing things in only one perspective. We just look at one

facet of a larger problem.

We end up losing touch with natural learning. We overlook the one-of-a-kind

possibility afforded by a latent approach. This can be seen in the health and

wellness industry, and our connections with humans and canines is no different.

We cover one element at a time, one facet at a time, with proper communication

that ties everything together.

Working with canines, It may be appropriate that you reach out to a variety of

professionals. such as a DVM, Applied Animal Behaviorist, Behavior Modification

Specialist or a Canine Behaviorist for an added perception. Oftentimes it takes a

village to raise a child, and this is often the case working on improving

communication and a healthy balanced relationship between you and your dog.

As canine owners we need to become more self-aware of the effects our actions

have on others, including our pets, and other animals with whom we care for. That

is exactly what is needed to deal with every circumstance in a way that is thorough,

balanced, and in tune with nature's laws. You should know that nothing in nature

has intrinsic value; everything is connected, and everything is in harmony with

everything else. This is also the same when it comes to our beloved dogs.

That is why educating yourself  on canine behavior and training must also cover

human behavior. It's not primarily all about training techniques. Animals,

particularly dogs and pets, are quite direct in their communication. Yet we

occasionally require assistance in the perception of a situation. It doesn't matter
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how much experience you feel you have, we can always improve our skills with

animals.

Canines and other animals are here to teach us all something. Many people are

now more fascinated with dog training, and dog behavior. We must recognize that

at the heart of the best care we can give dogs and other animals, is often more,

about ourselves. It's all about how we communicate instinctively as a whole. It's all

about how we place ourselves in a given situation. It's how we approach dogs and

other animals, and how we perceive their behavior. In other words, it's not so much

what a dog does as it is how we as owners  react to it. Or, to put it another way, it's

about the kind of comprehension, empathy, and communication we use to enable,

contain, and assist a canine in any given situation.

As a result, we must take an open mind and a latent approach. This point of view. In

my belief is the strategy that will best help our dogs, and will genuinely improve

both of our lives. If your mind is open and willing to learn new things and rethink

some old ideas, you will most definitely increase your canine communication skills.

If you want to go farther down the rabbit hole and expand a more latent approach

to things, this is the book for you. It's a once-in-a-lifetime experience that you never

thought possible with dogs.

Take advantage of what you will learn in this book and you will be on your way to a

latent approach to dogs. I promise It will completely transform your life.

The knowledge presented in this book is backed by peer reviewed science and

practical experience, all taught  in a simple system.  if you want to be a dog trainer,

an animal behavior consultant, a dog parent, a dog walker, an animal ambassador,

or an animal advocate. Then open your mind, your journey is about to begin!

Sadly, it is easy to see the simple mechanics of modern dog training without

grasping why natural latent learning is more important than training.
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Let's take a moment to think about a drug addict, imagine if I said, "Teaching the

addict how to hold a job will prevent them from substance abuse." That would not

be true. The truth is that they would learn how to use their pay check to continue

their habit. Treating addiction involves mastering a cognitive self awareness, most

of which is learning to deal with emotional issues and discomfort that cause

addiction to occur in order to escape discomfort. Poorly behaved dogs are

obviously not drug addicts, but they are often addicted to their own behaviors in a

way that is as strong as drug dependency. More often than not unwanted dog

behaviors result from a dog's emotional need to engage in behaviors that fill a void.

This void is rarely addressed with blindly conditioning a canine to obedience

commands that enforce compliance.

Today's canines have been transformed into victims and the pet industry has

allowed fear based ideas to shape almost everything. As a result, our canines have

been lost in good intentions. Real dog breeders have been replaced with glorified

backyard breeders, Mix breeds have been glorified by a rescue industry that seems

invested in keeping dogs victimized, Online crash courses and knowledge

assessment tests by popular organizations are replacing trainers with actual

experience, and worst of all, some of the most influential dog trainers on earth

can't control their own dogs! Many out of print books have lost knowledge that

have the potential of repairing our canines. One such book suggested to me by a

friend that helped me evolve my thought process was the work from an old school

trainer named Charles P. Eisenmann. After reading Charles Eisenmann”s book I

realized what an amazing trainer he was. A trainer that did not believe in formal

dog training to control or blindly condition a  canine just to be a well behaved dog.

Latent learning is an effective way to shape behavior, I honestly believe that Wild

canids learn almost everything they know latently. Latent Learning has already been

researched by the scientific community and it has been proven to work much faster

than rewards and no rewards training. However too many trainers only hyper focus
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on operant conditioning. Dogs are never triggered by things outside of their bodies,

the triggers are inside the dog's mind. That means you can handle the triggers

without proofing or distraction training. You don't need to "proof" a dog that learns

latently. "Proofing" is an obedience/training thing. It does not apply to the work

done latently.

Hence a canine can be a great member of society with absolutely zero training! A

dog you can take anywhere! Weaning yourself off of restrictive training tools and

discovering what it feels like to own a dog you honestly trust. When trying to alter

the behavior of any animal it is vital, absolutely essential, that the selected course of

action is stronger than the source of the irritation. This means, if your pet learns to

bark wildly in a few days, the cure must be powerful enough to remedy the problem

just as fast. If not, the problem always grows faster than the solution and people get

stuck trying to solve a problem for years. This is perhaps the most common error

trainers make with their own dogs.

With latent learning you never need a tool, you are ALWAYS safe, and you can

achieve profound alterations in a canine's behavior without ever seeing any ugly

behavior manifest as a result of your training.

Think of latent learning  like this: We will use leash aggression as an example. Each

and every dog's behavior is connected on a chain. Now imagine that there are 10

links on that chain. The last link on that chain is rusted and discolored, it symbolizes

the offending link (leash aggression). Your job, as a behaviorist, is to find what link

comes before the leash aggression. Leash aggression is not the actual behavioral

issue, it is a “symptom” of the actual behavioral issue. If you are treating the leash

aggression itself, then the link that you are attempting to train away will put you in

great danger of creating confrontation or frustration. Even with positive only

methods, learning can be stressful. So, you need to cease working on the offending

link that you wish to eliminate and instead work on a less confrontational related

link.
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Here is the problem, most trainers don't know what link to jump to. There are very

specific links that attach a dog to its own behavioral issue, we call this alternative

link a “twin behavior” a less confrontational link related to the offending link (leash

aggression). Once you know how to influence these links the behavioral issues

you're having will often vanish on their own, and you NEVER need to subject

yourself to any dangerous situations.

Many trainers don't understand the difference between "altered behavior" and

"learning". A dog has not learned anything if you still need to use training tools or

treats to reinforce behavior. If the training tools and treats are still in use, that is

considered altered behavior through management.

If owners and trainers are going to educate themselves by reading books or

Facebook posts, they should be the same books that students are required to read

in a university. They SHOULD NOT be reading dog training books, rather, they need

to be books about animal behavior and learning theory.  I feel it is important for

students to learn about behavioral science first, before they start to learn about

dog training. That way they will be better able to see why some dog training

methods are flawed. People need to learn the universal truths about observable

behavior, and that's not happening in modern dog training.

Latent learning takes us to the work of Edward Tolman. But who is Edward Tolman,

and where did he come from? Edward Chace Tolman was a professor of psychology

at the University of California, Berkeley, and an American psychologist. Tolman's

thoughts and writings gave birth to what is now known as purposive behaviorism, a

discipline of psychology. This endeavors to investigate the full functioning of the

entire organism.

Tolman is well known for his experiments with rats and mazes. Tolman's study

shattered the behaviorist belief that all behavior and learning are based on a single
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stimulus-response pattern (operant conditioning). Rats practiced a labyrinth for

several days in a famous experiment.

Latent learning is a type of learning that does not produce an overt reaction right

away. It happens without any evident reinforcement of the taught action or

relationships. Latent learning is difficult to detect since it does not manifest itself

behaviorally until there is adequate incentive. This sort of learning disproved

behaviorism's assumptions that processes must be readily visible and that learning

is a direct result of conditioning to stimuli.

Tolman's tests involved placing hungry rats in a maze with no incentive for

navigating it. He also looked at a control group that was given food at the

conclusion of the maze. As the unreinforced rats traversed the labyrinth, they

created a cognitive map: a mental representation of the maze's layout (Figure 1).

Food was placed in a goal box at the end of the maze after 10 sessions without

reinforcement. The rats were able to navigate their way through the maze as soon

as they were aware of the food, exactly as rapidly as the comparison group, which

had been given food throughout. This is known as latent learning: learning that occurs

but is not observable in behavior until there is a reason to demonstrate it.
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Aim

To show that rats can make navigational decisions based on their knowledge of the

environment rather than the influence of rewards on their directional choices.

Procedure

Three groups of rats had to navigate a difficult maze in their experiment. There was

a food box at the end of the maze. Some rats were able to eat the food, while

others were unable to, and for some rats, food was only available after 10 days.
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Group 1 has been rewarded.

● Day 1 – 17: Every time they reached the end, they were given food (i.e.

reinforced).

Delayed Reward Group 2

● Every time they reached the conclusion, they were pulled out.

● Day 11-17: Whenever they arrived at the end, they were given food (i.e.

reinforced).

Group 3: No monetary reward

● Every time they reached the conclusion, they were pulled out.

Results

On days 1 to 10, the delayed reward group learnt the route and created a mental

map of the maze. They took longer to get to the end of the maze because they had

little incentive to do so. They had a reason to perform (food) from day 11 forward,

and they finished ahead of the reward group.
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This demonstrates that a mediational process was taking place between the

stimulus (the labyrinth) and the response (getting to the end of the maze), in which

the rats were actively processing information in their brains by consciously

employing their cognitive map (which they had latently learned).

A Critical Assessment

According to behaviorists, psychology should focus on actual observable behavior

and that nothing happens between stimulus and reaction (i.e. no cognitive

processes take place).
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People and animals, according to Edward Tolman (1948), are active information

processors, not passive learners, as Behaviorism argued. Tolman pioneered a

cognitive approach to learning that is now widely used in psychology.

Individuals, according to Tolman, do more than simply respond to stimuli; they act

on their beliefs, attitudes, changing circumstances, and aspirations. Tolman is one

of the few behaviorists who rejects the stimulus-response theory, claiming that

learning does not require reinforcement. He believed that conduct was mostly

cognitive in nature.

Take a moment to think about that last sentence… How one conducts themself in

public has more to do with cognitive function, than having anything to do with

“training”.
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Chapter 3: Application

How To Use Latent Learning

Application

It's critical that everyone understands that if they wish to help dogs without using

tools or giving them treats. It can only be done completely latently, which means no

dog training is required. I'm referring to operant conditioning when I say "zero dog

training." Other than operant conditioning, there are other ways to learn, which I

believe trainers don't examine very often.

Latent learning is not about "what to do" or "how to go about it," but rather about

"what not to do," such as the desire to protect your dog from natural environmental
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discomfort. Dogs need to experience and learn from their surroundings, but when

you micromanage and blindly condition them to hyperfocus on you and your

commands, you are constantly interrupting them from taking in information from

their surroundings because you are selfishly bringing all of the attention back on to

yourself, rather than giving what the dogs needs first, before asking for your own

needs and demands in return.

Over the years, I've made some fascinating discoveries and relationships that have

brought me to where I am now. I have learned that It's difficult to teach latent

learning to owners and trainers who have been using operant conditioning for so

many years, including myself; in fact, many trainers and owners wrongly condition

themselves, not just their dogs, and become caught in a mindset that prevents

them from evolving. Owners and trainers are so conditioned to think in operant

conditioning terms that they can't see or understand anything else. It's as if you've

gone back to square one and have to learn how to work with dogs all over again!

Yes, you have to start over, and most owners and trainers don't want to, so they

become resistant to change, much like the martial arts community did after the first

UFC aired and pugilists all over the world had to rethink their fight strategies.

It’s easier to help owners and trainers to evolve better on the path they are already

comfortable with and slowly start throwing some clues here and there so they can

evolve on their own. This often involves working with me personally and not just

from reading this book. Which is the reason why my book is designed to attract a

certain person or client that I feel is coachable.

In order to evolve the reader's perception, in the continuing pages, I understand the

fact that many trainers and owners' beliefs are similar in many aspects. For this

reason I will  attempt to focus and operate within the parameters of their own

belief systems. This way I  avoid influencing others, in an effort to help the reader

evolve and learn on their own latently. This is The Way (in my Starwars Mandalorian

voice) So let's start from the beginning… Puppies!
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Destructive Chewing:

To stop destructive chewing, you should first cease doing whatever it is that is causing

the chewing in the first place. This involves not buying or encouraging dog toys to begin

with. I know what the majority of you are thinking right now... "I thought I heard you

mention that pups should not be given toys." Is it possible that I misunderstood you?

Teething, boredom, irritation, anxiousness, and protecting your furnishings from being

ruined are all fantastic reasons to play with toys." Yes, it's popular dog training advice on

the internet, but is there a latent reason why you shouldn't use dog toys? Absolutely!

There is no such thing as dog toys! Wolves and dogs do not provide toys to

entertain their pups. Toys disrupt a puppy's life and inadvertently teach 100 or more

undesired micro-behaviours such as becoming familiar with chewing man made

materials whenever they are bored and stressed. It draws them away from natural

latent learning and encourages them to engage in non-productive,

entertainment-oriented activities.

The worst of which makes it difficult for a puppy to understand the value of mental rest.

Give a bone to a puppy. This isn't a toy. If the dog wants to use the bone as a toy, that's

fantastic; that's excellent latent learning. What is the takeaway? There's no need to

develop compulsive behavior or resource guarding when you can produce what you

want with the resources you currently have. While also not having to hire a trainer for a
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future behavioral issue that you caused to begin with, by blindly conditioning your dog

and encouraging the use of dog toys for boredom, anxiety or frustration. This will just

educate your puppy that similar-textured objects, such as the rubber bottoms of shoes

or the plush substance of your furniture, are suitable outlets for boredom and irritation,

just as you and toys have taught them.

Fetching with toys that can be tossed, are also completely detrimental to ruining a

healthy dog's cognitive thinking. Toys are a complete waste of money. With all that

wasted money, I'd rather buy a second puppy. "There should be no hunting." Nothing

should be thrown for your dog to chase. Not even playing with a ball, which is a form of

mock hunting. Anything that makes a young puppy go into prey drive is TOO MUCH for

them to bear. It's like handing the keys to the casino to your grandparents! They will

come back broke and blindly conditioned to the inconsistent reward schedule of the slot

machines.

Prevention Of Small Prey Hunting And Aggression

The one exception to utilizing a dog toy. A stuffed squeaky toy is the only toy allowed,

but DO NOT EVER LET YOUR PUPPY DESTROY STUFFED SQUEAKY TOYS! There

are no such things as dog toys; in fact, if you look closely at the dog toy department,

you'll find that they're designed to be used as tools. Your puppy is allowed to have

several stuffed squeaky toys, but if they bite too hard and cause a squeak, politely tell

them no and take away the toy for 30 seconds before returning it to them. Repeat this

process until your puppy understands that they need to control their bite inhibition and

calm down. This is not necessarily latent work, but they will quickly cease what they are

doing if they accidentally cause any genuine live animal to squeak in the future by being

overly harsh. You'll notice that they'll always be kind and take great care of their stuffed

animals as time goes on, which will help them maintain the bite inhibition they learned

from their littermates. With an adult dog, the preceding guidelines will also get you

started with a dog that already has small animal prey drive.
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It only takes a few seconds to figure out why squeakers are so appealing to dogs.

Squeaky plush toys encourage your dog's natural hunting instincts. Terriers, for

example, were developed to keep rats off the streets of the United Kingdom. When a

little animal like a rat is being hunted, what noises do they make? When does a dog

recognize when it's time to shred and chew its prey, how does it know? For those who

said when the squeaking stops,. You've figured out why dogs only shred soft toys when

the squeaker breaks and stops working! Our domestic pets' genetic code is profoundly

embedded in them.

Any trainer working with controlled aggression, such as k9 protection trainers, is well

aware that the best way to develop a puppy's protective instinct is to simulate hunting

using toys and flirt poles. They also advise against comforting and patting a growling

dog since, as protection trainers, they are already familiar with how aggression is

nurtured. Traditional dog training was pioneered by the military, but most dog owners

want a self-sufficient companion that they can take camping, hiking, shopping, and

dining with them. A hyper focused, driven dog is not what owners want while having

family over for the holidays.

The examples in the preceding paragraphs show how poor training can blindly

predispose dogs to acquire behavioral disorders. Less is more when it comes to latent

learning. The distinction between raising a puppy instead of  training a puppy.

Puppy Mouthing OUCH!

I believe that pet owners should consider what they are doing to encourage

undesirable behavior in the first place. Stopping the energy flow and the dog's

behavior alters quickly once they've figured out where the energy is coming from.

Do you use a high-pitched voice to over-excite your puppy? If that's the case, STOP!

In my house, there is a rule: don't mouth me. I don't waste a single second trying to
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figure out why. I have no way of knowing what an animal is thinking; all I can see are

its acts. It makes no difference why a puppy might bite me. I just know it's not

acceptable conduct in my house.

My pets do not engage in it, because I don't do anything to encourage it in the first

place, I don't need to yell, spray, or make a big fuss about it. I also feel that pet

owners should think about what they are doing to encourage unwanted behavior to

begin with. When you stop the flow of energy, the dog's behavior changes fast after

they figure out where the energy is coming from. There aren't any in my instance.

None. Zero. In the first place, neither I nor any of my other pets engage in the

behavior. As a result, mouthing has a slim possibility of being established.

Puppies know that you are not a littermate right away, so they should not treat you

like one. Never do anything that would lead them to assume that you are an

odd-ball canine substitute. You don't want to undo the work of mother nature,

when a puppy comes into your life, it's already set up for success. Let the universal

truths of nature guide you. It would be a form of "extinction," which is defined as

the loss of a behavior as a result of a lack of reward. It's a basic course in

psychology 101.

If nipping/mouthing becomes a habit, you would have to take preventative steps.

Fortunately, for my puppies I've never acquired mouthing as a bad habit. It's

incredible. You don't have to deal with trashy habits that should never have

developed in the first place that you have to train and fix later.

My dogs and I enjoy spending time together, and we also cherish our freedom. I

reside in a forested area in North Carolina with the local deer to keep us company.

My dogs must be attentive at all times. They can't possibly be barking at bears,

deer, or squirrels. I have to put my faith in them to maintain their composure. I

make no attempt to improve evolution. All you perceive when you look at wild

creatures is magnificence. Then we, as humans, come into possession of them, and
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then all we perceive are problems. Because natural learning works for me, I cling to

the path of least resistance which is starting to come easily to me.

STEP ONE OF MOUTHING: What are you doing to generate the unwanted behavior

to begin with? If you don't find it out, situations that should be resolved in hours will

take months, if not years to resolve. So start making a list; some examples can be

found below.

1. Do you pet  your puppy on the head or face all the time? If this is the case, come

to a halt. There are numerous pleasant spots to share affection with your dog then

having your hands in their face all the time. Even for humans it is not customary to

greet your boss at work by touching their face yet we find it okay to do that to

animals we have just met for the first time.

2. Do you over-excite your puppy by speaking in a high-pitched voice? If this is the

case, come to a halt.

3. Do you encourage rough toy play, such as tug of war? Stop if this is the case.

4. Do you become irritated when he bites you and still engage with him on the floor,

at his level? Come to a complete halt and walk away if this is the case.

5. Your puppy is not properly reading the human and environment, but instead,

your puppy is reacting to the  human and environment. Hence the old saying "learn

to read the room". Your puppy so to speak is not reading the room, he is reacting to

it. Stop yelping and start barking. If the above structure isn't functioning, you'll need

to hire an expert who can teach you how to do it properly.
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Separation Anxiety (Prevention)

Remember! In the preceding pages, I indicated that latent learning is more about
"what not to do" than "what to do." It's about putting an end to what's causing the
issue in the first place. Puppy gates are a major no-no in the world of latent
learning! Puppy gates are the number one cause of separation anxiety on our list.
You might wonder why.

Puppy gates aren't really "puppy gates," but rather "baby gates!" A baby gate, also
known as a kid safety gate, is a barrier that keeps babies and toddlers out of parts
of the house that are potentially dangerous, such as stairwells and kitchens. Keep in
mind that I just said "keeping them out," not "keeping them in." Is there a
distinction? Absolutely! Barriers meant for containment like yard gates, baby gates,
dog crates, and even a leash may induce barrier frustration. This can result in a
variety of micro-behavior issues such as fence fighting and separation anxiety.
Separation anxiety is a component of two categories.

1. An imbalanced interest in the surroundings generated by overly enthusiastic
people speaking in a high-pitched voice, overtraining, and fostering toy, ball, or
food addiction in your training curriculum. in combination with..

2. The physical barrier, such as a baby gate, crate, automobile, fence, kennel, leash,
or house.

When these two elements are combined, they will start to show as fixation, then
obsession, then overexcitement, and finally emotional frustration.

Now, let's take a look at what you've learnt so far. With the data you've just been
given. How can we avoid separation anxiety in the future? The first component
should be straightforward. For starters, cease doing all you can to prevent making
mistakes with the first component. Have you worked out a way to get rid of the
second component? You predicted correctly if you said NO PUPPY GATES! This leads
us to our next latent strategy…
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Boundary Training (No puppy gates)

Remove any baby gates and teach your puppy about household limits that aren't
evident. Keep in mind we are not containing a puppy to a specific area.  We are
choosing an area that is “off limits” to the puppy. Not being permitted in the kitchen
or splitting your living room in half with your puppy on the portion furthest from
the front entrance are two fantastic examples. This will also latently transfer to not
rushing visitors at the door, jumping on you when you get home, bolting, and even
separation anxiety.

There is no compliance, no directives, and no conversation on its part of the
boundary! If your puppy approaches your side, just reposition them by the collar
numerous times without saying anything. Your dog may cross the border if you are
not at home; but, once you come home, you must quickly return them. After
enough repetitions, the dog will associate that boundary with your body posture
and expression, even outside of your home. This will demonstrate to the puppy
that your actions, expressions, and body language have meaning. You have value
and purpose in his/her environment.

One very crucial point to remember is that wherever you decide to set these
boundaries, your puppy should be on the half-way point where you are. You are the
motivator and value to the whole process to stay within the boundary, your puppy
is just not allowed to follow you off the boundary. While on your side You should
give your puppy the independence and bonding time it needs, as well as the
opportunity to have fun and play! However if the play should extend over the
boundary, you should notice that your puppy comes to a halt.
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Crate Training (Don't do it!)

The second reason for separation anxiety on our list is crate training. You may be
wondering why. Keep in mind that I never said crates are harmful, but the crate
training process certainly may be. When you convert your crate into a lesson about
attempting to persuade your puppy to use it by tossing treats or using repetitive
force, you're attracting too much attention and convincing, which leads to mental
irritation while learning. Even a food lure, only rewards the behavior, not the crate.
Remember that operant conditioning is not cognitive learning; until the crate door
closes, you really have no idea what the puppy is thinking.

So, how should you crate  train your dog? When you're at home, leave the crate
door open and let your puppy stay inside. It should not be trained in any way.
Create an open space where your puppy is protected from environmental risks and
leave his crate in the confinement area if you need to keep your puppy contained in
an area. Consider it like a dog house: once in the yard, most dogs will explore and
desensitize themselves to a dog house. They'll figure out how valuable it is on their
own.

Over time, high-value incentives like a cow foot, marrow bone, or knuckle bone
from your local butcher might be offered. Do not squander money on pet shop
baked or processed hooves and bones; a butcher is a far better alternative, and a
natural bone is far better for diverting unpleasant behavior in place of toys.
Processed bones aren't always enough to motivate puppies to change their habits.
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Collars & Harnesses (Lets get naked!)

In the house, puppies should never wear collars or harnesses. To better understand
why, consider what a harness and leash are intended to do. Is it for the purpose of
training and control? Then it's the polar opposite of what I'm attempting to share in
the pages of this book. While you're at home, free of distractions and danger, take
advantage of the opportunity to become comfortable physically handling your
puppy. This aids in touch conditioning and bonding. Also, show the puppy that your
behaviors, attitudes, and body language all have meaning. In his or her
environment, you have worth and purpose.

I'd like to share a shared experience with service dog clients and dog trainers.
Many people are unaware of how mischievous service dogs can be. I frequently
receive calls reporting service dogs that are jumping, pulling, or running out the
door. When their service dog vest is worn, however, their behavior in public reverts
to that of a model canine citizen.

"My dog only listens to me when he's wearing a pinch collar, but once it's off, he
behaves badly," another regular concern I hear from clients. Maybe your dog will
only listen to you if you give him a reward. It's important to remember that canines
have a strong ability to link behaviors and patterns.

Off-Leash Training (The invisible leash!)

Instead of taking the puppy for a short leash walk, take your puppy to an open
location where a training line can be set up (about a 25ft light clothes line or
paracord)

Play hide-and-seek and race the puppy while you still can. Get away from the
puppy! Turn the tables on the dogs who are always trying to get away from us. Dogs
perceive speed as a source of strength, hence it is a true trait of leadership. When a
dog knows you're slower, it's tough to establish genuine leadership. In dog packs,
the slower animals are not in charge.

We must create the illusion of speed by racing extremely young puppies. They'll
never forget how quick we are (despite the fact that they were slow at the time).
Unfortunately, we teach dogs that people are slow in a variety of ways, and we lose
value to the dog as a result.
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So, what do you do if the puppy gets loose? Step on your 25-foot light line and do
nothing. Don't yank or tug the line, and don't yell. Just wait until your puppy knows
he can't go any further and he'll start walking back in your direction.

Introducing Dogs:
When introducing a new dog, it's better to keep them completely apart at first,
allowing them to gently introduce themselves latently, and then they'll naturally
grow linked over time. The idea is to spend no time in the home allowing them to
form any type of pack structure. The idea is to avoid having a gang of dogs. The idea
is to create a community of autonomous thinkers who can work together or
independently. You don't want a dog pack; you want a dog family.

Puppy Review:

1. Remove the toys, give the dog a bone, and NEVER toss toys.

2. Take down all baby gates and teach your puppy about invisible household
boundaries.

3. When you're at home, keep the crate door open and teach your puppy to stay
inside with the door open.

4. In the house, the puppy is always naked (meaning No equipment or collars)

5. Never take the puppy on a short leash walk; instead, take him to an open area
with a training line.

6. Invisible Latent Leash. Play hide and seek, race the puppy while you still have
the chance.

7. Do not make it a habit of allowing strangers to touch your dog's face all the
time.

It is said that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and I hope that after
reading this chapter, you have made the connections between current dog training
and the association that fosters and blindly conditions behavioral difficulties. What
if, on the other hand, your dog has already developed these problems? What can
we do to undo the harm that has already been done?
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Chapter 4: Behavior Modification

Twin Behaviors

Behavioral Issues

Every terrible behavior has a less awful counterpart. If you can discover and remove

that twin, the primary unpleasant behavior will evaporate on its own. You never,

ever put a dog in a situation where it will be provoked. Not until it has

demonstrated to you  that it has the ability to think deeply. I don't take a dog

anywhere as long as it's reactive. Each dog's actions are linked in some way.

Consider a chain with ten links. The corroded and discolored last link on the chain

represents the faulty link (Behavioral issue). As a behaviorist, your duty is to figure
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out where the behavioral issue originates. You are in search of the underlying

behavioral problem (Twin behavior), not the problem itself. If you are only focusing

on the offending behavior itself, the link you're trying to train away will put you at

risk of causing conflict or agitating the behavior even more.

Frequently, Every behavioral issue has a twin behavior that the dog owner loves,

nurtures and enjoys, and the bad behavior expands as the owner supports the less

annoying twin behavior.

Example Of A Twin Behavior

Pay close attention to the dog's environment as well as how the owners interact
with their pet while looking for twin behaviors. Keep a watch out for these two
tendencies, and if you're a trainer, spend a lot of time with your client assessing
their interactions with children, humans, and other animals. Serve pizza to your
clients at supper so you can monitor twin behavior patterns.

As an example, if a dog jumps on visitors frequently and I note how very
enthusiastic the dog is during feeding time, I would consider it a twin behavior and
focus on resolving the excessive excitability during feeding time rather than the
jumping. Alternatively, instead of concentrating on jumping, I may concentrate on
the dogs over excitement upon seeing the leash, for example.

Once you've taught the dog self-control in these areas, it should naturally transfer
to how he behaves with visitors to your home.

During one of my previous consultations, a client expressed concern about her
Pitbull chasing and killing small creatures such as cats and squirrels.When I entered
her residence, I noticed a cardboard box with a medical emblem scribbled on it
with a sharpie marker. When I peeked inside the box, I saw that the contents were
torn and ragged toys. She said that her pitbull loved squeaky toys and would
destroy them if the squeaker broke. The box was dubbed the "Hospital" by the
family because their grandmother would take the box home and return it fixed with
fresh squeakers. This was unmistakably a twin behavior.

As I mentioned in a previous chapter, Terriers, for example, were bred in the United
Kingdom to keep rats off the streets. What noises do you hear when a little animal
like a rat is being hunted? When and how does a dog realize when it's time to shred
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and eat its prey? Those who said the squeaking would stop, You've found out why
dogs only shred soft toys when the squeaker fails! The genetic code of our domestic
pets is deeply implanted in them.

Evaluations and Consultations  (Twin Behavior Hunting)

Let's go over the six-step process we'll use to uncover twin behaviors in the next

few pages:

Step 1: Recognising abnormal

behavior vs. typical animal

behavior that serves a

purpose. When I work with

clients, I frequently discover that

their thinking has moved to

blaming or persuading me that

something is wrong with their

dog. Often, an owner will develop

a personal story in their mind to help them understand something that will often

make sense in their own reality. This tale people build in their heads frequently

gives them an illusion or a sense of normalcy, which then becomes a shared story

that affects others' perceptions, spreading misinformation across the world. You

must make a concerted effort to avoid being sucked in and depend solely on

observational research to reach your conclusion.

As an example, let's imagine your partner has been withdrawing in your

relationship recently. They no longer connect with you physically, they are typically

unconcerned about your emotional desire to connect with you, and they may

appear unconcerned about your mental health. Are they no longer in love with you?

After sharing how poorly you are treated or how uncooperative your spouse is with

a marriage and family counselor, you may be surprised to learn that your spouse
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discovered your flirty text with an old friend, or that you have routinely forgotten to

pick up the kids from school, or that the electric bill has been disconnected

repeatedly. Perhaps you refused to take time off work during a family event such as

a birth, marriage, or funeral. Once you realize that your spouse no longer feels safe

with your decision making process and no longer feels that your children have a

priority in your life, then it's easy for

one to see that your spouse's

behavior is actually pretty normal

considering the circumstances.

I frequent breed-specific internet

communities, and I find that this

blaming trait is true for designer

breeds and mixed breeds. Border

Collies have often been recognized as

a bi-polar dog who often gets moody

and snippy with their owners, and

rather than breeders addressing the

root of the problem, it has become much easier to blame the border collie traits

within the breed. It's even become a running joke among owners, with slogans like

"Proud parent of a Border Collie that is sometimes a jerk and that's okay" printed

on T-shirts. It is now providing a feeling of normalcy to these owners in regards to

their breed. However, the border collie breed as a whole is useless to a rancher if

he is continuously fighting his own family members. This is not a typical border

collie attribute; they do have a herding instinct and are very capable of herding

small animals like ducks without nipping or hurting livestock or turning on their

owners while working and following instructions. This is a breeding issue rather

than a trait problem.
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Another example is Wolfdogs. During my own personal investigation into latent

theory ties to their behavior in respect to private ownership, I've grown very fond of

this breed. I rapidly discovered how frequently the most typical canine behavioral

difficulties are hastily attributed to a wolfdog's wolf content, especially when it

comes to livestock or small animals. I've worked on more situations involving

livestock and recognized breeds than wolfdogs. A wolf, like a border collie, would be

useless to his group if it chased

small animals while not being

hungry. The pack would not

tolerate such immature puppy

behavior as this would blindly

flush the prey away and the pack

would never get to eat. They do

not chase random prey during

migration because they can't

instinctually help themselves.

They know not to hunt when they

are not hungry and they know

they do not have to chase

everything that moves suddenly.

So in conclusion.

While evaluating a canine, you will

need to recognize and understand

what comprises typical wild canine

behavior, as well as how to respond correctly to anomalous behavior. The study of

animal behavior lays the groundwork for more sympathetic and knowledgeable canine

care and training.
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Step 2: Identify the issue. Like a private investigator I must often have a keen eye

in observation as well as not being afraid to ask probing questions to get to the root

of the truth of every behavioral issue. In order to determine whether an owner's

perception of the problem tells the whole story I always ask an owner, why? In

order to flush out their perception as well.

This is where human psychology comes into play. Taking a course in peer

counseling or a life coach can help tremendously with your people skills. It’s

important to avoid emotional trigger words or interruptions when working with

clients and their pets. This is an important lesson that many trainers have difficulty

with, STOP TEACHING, STOP CONVINCING, STOP FIXING, just listen and ask “why?”

There is a time to teach and a time to listen, and when a student is not open, never

expel energy or give unsolicited advice when not asked! I have experienced many

trainers that give unsolicited advice that a dog owner was not ready for. Sometimes

being an educator comes with a form of turrets, you can't stop interrupting when

you see an opening to share an insight. Below is a good example of a proper

consult…

Owner: My dog jumps on me and guests at the front door, he’s knocked over my

mother in law and he freaked out a pizza delivery guy once when he crowded the

front door, help!

Behavior consultant: Why, do you suppose he’s doing that?

Owner: I don’t know , that’s why I contacted you.

Behavior consultant: Well let’s figure it out together. Why is he jumping on you

when you arrive home from work?

Owner: He’s always done that even as a puppy, he gets super excited when we walk

through the door.
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Behavior consultant: Oh I see, we have a first clue, he's over excited. Why do you

suppose he got over excited as a puppy?

Owner: Well it’s all my spouses fault every time we got home they started talking in

a high pitched baby voice and worked him up.

Behavior Consultant: Perfect! Now that we have a why, we can change that, by no

longer reinforcing this behavior. Now we are ready to move on to the next question.

(Instead of probing “why?” Now we can move on to “when?”) So When does he show

his excitement?

Owner: I told you already, at the door.

Behavior Consultant: Oh my goodness, he's never joyful or thrilled about anything

but the door?

Owner: Ugh, no he is happy in general, he likes playing with the kids and once you

show him a ball, your arm will get tired before he does.

Behavior Consultant: So the only two occasions he gets thrilled are when visitors

come to the door and  when the kids play and throw the ball?

Owner: Well yes, but also when he knows it's his dinner time, but these are not the

issues, we are mainly contacting you for the door problem. Oh and also when my

mother brings her crazy dog over to visit, they are both nuts.

We've recently detected four twin behaviors in the case above! Without having to subject

your guests to a hyperactive dog, twin behaviors that, if corrected, can latently lessen the

greeting at the door issue.

Step 3: Stop supporting the above twin behaviors during the treatment plan.

It is now feasible to develop a good treatment plan without worry of a dog owner
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being counterproductive to a canine's rehabilitation with further knowledge and

counseling. It will be critical to work in a controlled environment while we are

working on rehabilitation. We are performing our own personal study, much like an

Applied Animal Behaviorist or Behavioral Scientist, and if other effects are not

adequately controlled, your study and research will be completely wrecked. In the

preceding case, we may...

A. Have guests call before arriving so we can place the dog in a separate room

till he calms himself.

B. Have the children start incorporating praise and affection NOT praise and

excitement when interacting. They can start by being responsible for

grooming with a brush.

C. Get rid of the bowl and start incorporating calm hand feeding

D. Have the mother leave her dog at home, or start incorporating calmer dogs

for him to interact with.

Step 4: Gather data for a lifestyle change. How realistic is this to implement

given an owner's lifestyle now that we have some data from step 3 ? With an

owner's daily schedule, not every solution will be possible.

Take a look at exhibit "A" in step 3:

Owner: My spouse works from home and gets daily deliveries from fedex. The

doorbell rings constantly without warning.

Behavior Consultant: Is it feasible to leave a big notice on the door that says

"Attention FedEx, please do not knock or ring the bell." Place the package on the

porch.

Let’s take a look at step 3 exhibit “B” :

Owner: My children cannot brush her, she is already too excited to allow it.
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Behavior Consultant: We'll excuse the kids from this activity and have the adults

start it, or we'll come back to this twin behavior later if necessary.

Let’s take a look at step 3 exhibit “C” :

Owner: Our dogs' feeding times are often before we leave for work in the morning

or right before I hit the gym in the evenings, so I can’t sit there for 20 minutes hand

feeding.

Behavior Consultant: To reduce food drive and allow your dog to self-regulate his

feeding ritual, we'll need to implement a free feeding schedule.

Let’s take a look at step 3 exhibit “D” :

Owner: It's my mothers Emotional Support Animal. She has to bring her dog with

her when she visits.

Behavior Consultant: When your mother comes to visit, we'll have to segregate

your dog in a supervised setting.

Step 5: Choose the best options and put them into action. Step four covers three

of the four twin behaviors. For the treatment plan, it's the best we can do. However,

there will be times when owners are their own worst enemies and refuse to change

their lifestyle during a rehabilitation therapy plan. We have a classic circumstance

right now where an owner is not in the ideal position to own this type of dog. Even if

board and train is chosen, the owner will be unable to avoid regressing their dog's

progress after it is returned.

Step 6: Assess the outcome. After 30 days of incorporating the above changes it’s

time to evaluate the results and make any necessary changes.

In the previous paragraphs we've seen how typical dog owners go from a condition

of virtually constant frustration with their dog and with themselves to a position of

enhanced sensitivity and confidence. At the same time, their canine has evolved
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from a subservient, frightened mess to a dependable, self-assured companion.

Both sides were able to communicate more effectively, which helped to avoid a

developing scenario in which negative behavior merely spawned more negative

behavior.

The above examples should be enough to give you a rough notion of twin actions,
but you may find more instances of twin behavior in Chapter 3. With enough effort,
you will eventually be able to recognize these behavioral connections quite fast.

On the next pages, I'll reveal one of my core exercises, which I refer to as "A
Relaxation Protocol," a psychology hack that helps a dog mature and become more
self-aware. The following pages can assist you if you are dealing with a dog who has
become reliant on its own reactionary actions. Don't blame your dog for the issues
he or she is having. The issue isn't with your dog. However your dog may get
disoriented as a result of the issues they have developed. In the following pages we
will discuss your dog in a way that exposes their potential and goes to the base of
the problem.

Behavioral Issues with Common Twin Behaviors

I won't be able to include all of my experience in this first book, but I really want to
share with you my approach to any behavioral issue you could face in the future. To
wrap up this section of the chapter, I'll discuss hyper sensitivity to environmental
stimulation, which encompasses a wide range of behaviors that have a similar
characteristic that allows for the same treatment. Let's start with some of the most
frequent behavioral difficulties that a regular owner could encounter.

1. Hyperactivity and Unruliness
2. Chasing
3. Jumping
4. Pulling
5. Bolting out the door
6. Leash reactivity
7. Aggression people/dogs
8. Food Bowl Aggression
9. Fear/anxiety
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The million-dollar question is: what do all of these behaviors have in common? You
answered correctly if you said "over stimulated," "over intense," or "over excited."
As previously stated, how a dog conducts themselves in public has more to do with
cognitive function, than having anything to do with “training”. Instead, the triggers
are found within the dog's cognitive thinking. So, if your dog can't sit still for 30
minutes with no distractions, we've discovered a twin behavior. The dog is the
unifying denominator, as is his unwillingness to simply lay still. The canines' primary
source of distraction is their own inability to keep their minds motionless. If your
dog can't do this without any distractions, there's no way we're ready to expose him
until we address one clear twin behavior: This leads us to a crucial hidden latent
exercise that we will discuss called The Calming Exercise (Relaxation Protocol).
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Chapter 5: Relaxation Pr�ocol

The Calming Exercise

The Calming Exercise (Relaxation Protocol)

I'll use children as an example to further describe The Calming Exercise. The reason
for this is that there are now relatively few trainers that work 100% latently or
online material on latent learning and dogs at the time of publication of this book.
Latent learning, on the other hand, was a significant aspect of human psychology,
particularly in school districts. However, you may not recall a calming exercise from
school; instead, you may recall the words "Naptime" or "Quiet Reading Time" for
older children.

A youngster laying on an area rug or a bed cot, self-soothing and settling their
mind, is the notion of naptime. For older children, there was a program called
"Right to read" that was created by a School Psychologist. The goal of this concept
was to pick a random school bell that signaled a student to stop whatever they
were doing in whichever class room and open a random book to read for 45
minutes (any book, even a comic book). However, there was a time when teachers
and parents did not fully understand the purpose of naptime or right to read. Many
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parents believed that sleep time during school hours was only a teacher's excuse to
ignore the children, thus they insisted on permission forms exempting their kid
from a naptime curriculum. During the right to read program, instructors struggled
to support a program that did not assess kids' reading comprehension; many
teachers were frustrated that the majority of pupils were not actually involved in
reading and instead preferred to remain quietly.

The reality about naptime and the right to read program was that it had nothing to
do with instruction and everything to do with mental growth and maturity. Children
who did not have the chance to apply this curriculum at home or at school
developed severe social anxiety by the time they reached puberty. Many
adolescents acquired ADD/ADHD as a result of their inability to handle academic
stress, improper communication with peers, and inability to remain quietly in a
school setting. But why, you might wonder?

Once I explain what a relaxation protocol does to the mental development of
children, you will soon find what the missing link is to our canines. When you tell a
child they need to be stationary for 30-45 minutes, 4 things happen…

1. They inadvertently learn to give over control of their energy and movement
to an adult (parent, teacher, authorities).

2. They learn to create a good coping strategy when confronted with an
unpleasant scenario or environment for which they are not accountable. This
is the adult's responsibility.

3. They gain self-discipline and impulse control. In a nutshell, how to be at ease
with being uncomfortable.

4. Most crucially, they alter their perceptions of adults in terms of their
function, worth, and purpose in the world. In brief, students learn that one of
the adult's tasks is to regulate and manage the surroundings, as well as to
provide safety and security.
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All this is also learned by your canine by performing the calming exercise which is
very important for mental development. So what does this calming exercise look
like?

For lack of a better example we will use the stay command, but don't be mistaken
we will not be making the same mistakes that the teachers did with their students
by micro managing their learning experience. Instead, we will offer our pets the
power to choose how they will respond. There will be no corrective training that
causes tension or irritation, and excitement and incentives will not be permitted to
divert the dog's attention away from his aim, which is to be at ease doing nothing.

If a parent were putting their child down for a nap, they would not put their palm
out to say stay, turn out the lights, and shut the bedroom door. Doing so would
cause a youngster to get anxious to the point that they would ask for a glass of
water many times in the span of three minutes! Instead, a parent should lie down
with their kid and help them relax until they fall asleep. Only then will the parent
discreetly exit the room. The latter is a more effective illustration of the relaxation
protocol technique.

Before we get into the Calming Exercise, let's go over some basic body positions,
which I like to call "lost body postures." They're called so because they're frequently
misinterpreted as obedience orders, but they're actually highly essential body
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postures that get lost in translation and are almost more vital for a learner to
understand before other controversial translations of smaller body ques. The
fundamental body postures are universally true and much easier to understand for
a novice. These body postures serve as a gauge of how intense your canine's intent
is.

When you start the exercise you will choose a quiet place in your home that will
eventually allow you to stand 8-10 ft away from them. Start off choosing a spot to
stand. Hold your leash short no more than one foot in length. Next step is to do
absolutely nothing, and observe your dog's behavior. Below are the body postures
and transitions you will notice.

Standing = Intent
A canine standing fixated in one direction usually indicates possible intent. If this
position continues for more than 3-4 seconds the canine's mind will transition into
an obsessive state, while transitioning to an excited state of mind and usually some
sort of action will follow. For this reason, during the calming exercise you will
remain standing like a tree, no talking, no emotion, and not engaging with your dog.
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Sitting = Anticipation
Sitting frequently shows a desire for a change in the surroundings, a want for
instruction from the owner, or a desire to see how something in the environment
will change. Owners sometimes complain about their dogs begging for food, but it's
more often than not that they're waiting for their turn while standing over another
dog eating or hoping that an owner will share food, especially if food has been used
as a reward system. It's typical for owners to boast about their dog's intelligence,
claiming that he learnt to sit the same day he got home. When a human is
conditioned to exclusively think in operant obedience rather than natural
communication, natural or universal truths in conduct often gets lost in translation.
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Down= Acceptance
Laying down frequently entails acceptance of one's surroundings and a willingness
to tolerate the environment's lack of participation. This position entails a long-term
commitment to being present in the moment. This is the one moment when
walking away 8-10 feet and sitting comfortably while watching from a distance is
allowed; do not say "stay" when doing so; simply walk away. Expect your dog to
jump up and follow you in this posture because it is not completely calm. When this
happens, simply start over; don't say "no," don't try to instruct or correct them; just
start over. After a few repetitions, I assure your dog will stay still. Remember that
the goal of this exercise is not to teach your dog to stay, thus there are no
expectations for the first 30 minutes; your dog can get up as much as they would
like during this period.
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Hip roll + Head down = Relaxed and calm
You've attained zen if your dog's hip rolls with its head down or curls like a cat's.
Congratulations! This typically signifies that your dog is at ease with themselves and
their surroundings, to the point that they can go to sleep with no anxieties or
expectations from the outside world. Relax and enjoy the remaining 30 minutes if
your dog has done this before the 30 minutes have passed. Remember, you'll be
doing this every day for the next seven days.

Remember that we wouldn't need to discuss the calming exercise in this chapter if
you had done everything perfectly since puppyhood; this chapter is about poor
habits that have already been created. You might be wondering how we'll proceed
when the seven days are up. This will be covered in the following chapter!
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Chapter 6: Behavior Modification Pt.2

30 Day Treatment Plan

Before you start working on a treatment plan for a behavioral issue, make sure
you've covered all of the micro twin behaviors in the preceding chapters. Never
push a dog to the point of being provoked by reactivity or intensity. Not until you've
established that it's capable of serious contemplation. Take a dog nowhere as long
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as it is in the reactive stage. Your dog has been placed under home arrest for the
time being.

Keep in mind that not every scenario is the same, and you must have a controlled
environment to properly observe behavior. We must manage everything the dog
hears and sees, even keeping them away from windows in every circumstance, as if
it were an independent study. During the therapy process, the dog may be affected
by what you are unable to hear or see. Taking a walk around your house or learning
what is behind a blind wall will be important in this step. The house has everything
to do with latent work.

The treatment plan and guidelines listed below are just temporary and are only in
effect for 30 days.

1. In Home Boundary training: Split your home in two and keep your dog
away from the front door. They're only permitted on one side, the one that's
the furthest away from the door you use the most. The weakest sections of
the home elicit the strongest reactions from dogs. On its portion of the
home, there are no commands or instructions given. If your canine crosses
to the wrong side, simply reposition them by the collar over and over again,
without saying anything. If you are not at home, your dog may cross the
border; however, as soon as you return home, you must immediately return
them to their side. The dog will link the invisible boundary with your body
position and expression after enough repetition. This will show your dog that
your actions, expressions, and body language have meaning in
communicating.

2. Outdoor Boundary Training: Just like a wild pack of puppies they are not
permitted to be more than 30 seconds away from the den. Keep in mind that
they may cover a lot of ground in 30 seconds, but they are safe as long as
they are 30 seconds away from their den in the event of an emergency.
Because of this fundamental reality, your dog is not permitted more than 30
seconds from your home throughout this process. It's fine to use a long
25-foot line for this as long as you follow the notion mentioned in the last
chapter about working with a puppy on a long line. (at a later time, you can
promote being one minute away from home.) As I'm sure your dog will
require numerous bathroom breaks, this will be done frequently. If your dog
approaches the end of the line, step on your 25-foot line and do nothing.
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Don't yank, tug, or shout. Wait until your dog realizes he can't go any further
and begins heading back toward you.

3. No marking is allowed: You must choose only two locations where your dog
is permitted to defecate. In order to understand this concept we must
explore a universal truth. Using puppies as an example, when you first allow
a puppy to explore your yard, what are the first things they will do? If you
answered exploring and sniffing, you would be correct, this is a universal
truth. Now for the next question. Why do they do this?

The reason for this is that just like puppies leaving a den to explore their
immediate vicinity, there is a lot of information obtained, below are some
examples…

A. To gather information (how large a pack is and size, the frequency of
traveled territory, as well as how long ago did they pass through)

B. To find their way back home
C. To notify others of their presence

Dogs mark territory with their urine (and occasionally excrement). Other dogs will
know they are present if they mark their territory. Urine can also reveal a dog's
reproductive state and rank. If you feel you have a territorial aggression problem in
any way, make sure they urinate before you go out to explore, and then let them
have a pee or two while you're out, but stop when they elevate their leg and release
little droplets all over the area. They need to trust if anyone is going to be sending
far away dogs behavior signals, it's YOU. Simply not allowing the dog to mark
anything on walks can reduce territorial aggression by 50%. So long as the dog is
permitted to mark and the owner is not, the dog is the sole animal acting as a
leader when outside. "If you're so clever, why aren't you marking our territory?" the
dog will constantly wonder, no matter what the owner is struggling with. This is a
significant issue for dogs.

The methods outlined above should be followed consistently for a period of 30
days. After that, you can proceed to the instructions below.

4. There will be no hunting:. Nothing should be thrown for your dog to chase. Not
even playing with a ball, which is a form of moch hunting. Anything that makes a
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reactive dog go into prey drive is TOO MUCH for him to bear. It's the equivalent of
giving your credit card to a 16-year-old.

5. Free Feeding strategy: Free feeding is a tactic used to reduce resource guarding
and food aggression. Dogs are perfectly capable of self-feeding and self-regulating
their food intake in order to maintain a healthy weight. When people interfere with
a dog's natural ability to self-regulate, hypoglycemia can result. Symptoms of
hypoglycemia often include Clinical signs of altered mentation and behavior. Altered
mental status (AMS) is a disruption in how your brain works that causes a change in
behavior. This change can happen suddenly or over days. AMS ranges from slight
confusion Lack of concentration or forgetfulness, agitation etc.

Owners who believe it is necessary to develop leadership by managing resources
typically encourage dogs to be served planned meals, and trainers often rely on
scheduled meals to preserve a dog's interest in food. The dog food industry is
invested in convincing veterinarians that planned meals prevent dogs from being
overweight, but this really encourages food addiction, which will psychologically
drive overeating in a blindness mania that will need to be carefully reversed to
avoid bloat. To avoid any unintended food lure molding, free feeding is required.
The factor of food must be eliminated entirely. For a variety of reasons, this may be
a significant struggle. However, we must train the dog to no longer feel compelled
to consume whatever it is provided. As a dog waits for its next meal, the build-up of
anticipation can lead to a lack of self awareness of the environment because of
food obsession. When starting this process you do not want to let your dog gorge
himself on his first sitting as this can cause bloat once he has followed his meal with
water or possibly upset his tummy to cause him to vomit or have diarrhea. An
example of a proper free feeding plan has been provided below for reference…

Week one:
“The cereal method” Pick up any water bowls you have off the ground before doing
the following. Fill their food bowl, add water as if you were pouring a bowl of cereal
for your child, Repeat process every 4 hours.

Week two: Same as above, but every 3 hours

Week three: Same as above, but every 2 Hours
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Week Four: Every hour, followed by when you notice his bowl is running low, on
the fourth week you can start leaving water bowles down as opposed to pouring
water over his kibble.

*For those feeding raw, the above plan will work just the same. The goal is not to
leave food out all day, but rather more opportunities to have meals. DO NOT PANIC
IF THEY STARTS REFUSING FOOD! This is normal, your canine is not being picky,
they are self regulating and do not always need to eat just because you're offering
it.

6: Diet: Make sure your dog's food doesn't include any additives or chemicals that
have been related to animal behavior problems. Potty accidents caused by
processed food such as kibble can cause excessive thirst and dehydration. This will
also prevent obsessive water consumption that can create other health risks such
as bloat.

High-carbohydrate diet, given in place of protein, can cause high level aggression and
mood swings in your dog while chemicals and additives can cause hyperactivity and
allergic reactions in your dog, Though dogs' personalities have altered as a result of
domestication, certain  needs are still quite similar to those of their ancestors.
Natural foods like butcher's leftovers, meaty bones, and animal carcasses are less
stressful on the digestive tract, resulting in improved brain chemistry. When dogs
or pups have less surprising behaviors, puppy training or dog training becomes
more possible. Calcium supplementation is also recommended since a lack of it
causes anger, tiredness, and an unwillingness to eat.

Holistic Golden Paste Recipe For Behavior:

Turmeric (Circumin) -
So, let's have a look at Curcumin as one of the most fantastic herbs we can have as
a core to support our pets, in this case, our dogs, and focusing on behavior in
particular.

But wait, there's more! Curcumin is such a remarkable herb that we can't talk about
it without noting the numerous advantages and sorts of benefits it may provide.
First and foremost, because we are discussing behavior, we must state:
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Curcumin aids in the rebalancing of stress's negative effects, therefore it's closely
related to stress, as we're focusing on stress as a significant underlying cause of
many undesirable behaviors due to discomfort.

So, first and foremost, we must discuss Curcumin's significant stress-relieving
properties. As a result, it can help our pets feel more calm and balanced. But, as
we'll read in a minute, all of Curcumin's other benefits assist to clarify why
Curcumin is such an essential herb and helps to relieve stress and anxiety since it
has so many other beneficial properties. Curcumin, first and foremost, has an
anti-inflammatory activity, which means it may aid in a variety of ways to reduce
inflammation, and it can be used both topically and internally.

Curcumin can help the immune system respond normally to issues. Supports
normal healthy digestion and gut defense, as well as flexible bowel movement and
antioxidant support to prevent free radical oxidative damage. It aids in the
detoxification of our canines and aids in the preservation of normal DNA.

So you can see that Curcumin has such a wide variety of actions and effects on the
metabolism of the organism that we call it "the joker herb" since you can use it in so
many different ways and combine it with other herbs! Similar to a card game.
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But, as you can see in the image above, there is one key point to remember about
Curcumin: the root. You'll discover capsules and powder on the bottom left,
however it's crucial to note that the turmeric found in most kitchen cupboards lacks
all of the active qualities that we need for healing. The Curcumin content of the
Turmeric we have at home is actually rather low. Make sure to look for at least 80%
Cercumin on the label. It's possible that you'll need to go to a pharmacy or a
vitamin store.

You may also use it as a preventive by including it in meals. You don't have to wait
until there's an issue to utilize it. It's completely safe to incorporate into their diet
on a daily basis. It aids in bowel motions and helps DNA maintenance, as well as
strengthening the immune system.

Commercial dog food or puppy food is convenient to serve, but if dogs have to eat
the same diet every day, it might get monotonous, which leads them to refuse to
eat even when they are starving. A species appropriate diet is crucial!
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WITH A HOMEMADE PASTE, YOU CAN MAKE TURMERIC MUCH STRONGER!

It is thought that 5% of cancer is caused by hereditary causes, whereas 95% is
caused by lifestyle and environmental variables. Every year, almost 6 million
canines (and counting) succumb to cancer! Cancer affects one out of every two
dogs and one out of every three cats.

According to a recent turmeric study, one of the world's most widely investigated
herbs may specifically target and destroy cancer stem cells while causing little to no
damage in normal stem cells.

This implies that, unlike chemotherapy, which kills good cells as well, turmeric will
only kill cancer cells in you and your pets!
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The main issue with utilizing turmeric to fight cancer or repair inflammation such as
arthritis is that it has a low bioavailability when consumed alone.

Because the active ingredient curcumin makes up around 5% of the spice turmeric,
it is this compound that gives turmeric its potency. To top it off, turmeric root is
poorly absorbed across the gastrointestinal system and is quickly excreted from the
bloodstream.

When pets or people are fed turmeric root, a small amount enters their
bloodstream within an hour. This is because your liver is actively attempting to
eliminate it! So, while many pet owners are providing turmeric to their pets, the
majority are experiencing little to no effects.

NOT TO WORRY! THERE IS A SOLUTION!

There's an easy-to-follow method that will increase the availability of turmeric root
powder and its powerful curcumin to your pet's body!

What is the solution? Turmeric Paste (also known as Golden Paste) is an ancient
Ayurvedic recipe that has been used in India for thousands of years!

"How does it get made in India?" With black pepper and fat. It's amazing that they
figured it out without using double blind trials. (Though maybe it's simply a
coincidence that it tastes good?)" -Dr. Michael Greger

Turmeric may be transformed into a powerhouse with the addition of fresh ground
black pepper and a healthy fat.

According to studies, roughly 5% of black pepper's weight is made up of a
component called piperine, which boosts Turmeric's bioavailability.

Dr. Doug English, an Australian veterinarian, recommends adding freshly ground
peppercorns (piperine) to your turmeric root combination. Piperine will boost
intestinal absorption, giving the curcumin more time to enter the bloodstream.

"Just a quarter teaspoon of black pepper boosts curcumin (turmeric root) levels
dramatically." Although the same quantity of curcumin is ingested, the
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bioavailability increases by 2000%. Even a small amount of pepper—1/20th of a
teaspoon—can elevate levels dramatically." -Dr. Michael Greger

Turmeric can be made more accessible by adding freshly ground pepper, and
piperine in black pepper can induce TRPV1 (transient receptor potential vanilloid
type-1) in the body. This triggering has the potential to alleviate discomfort and
pain!

So, what's the deal with the coconut oil?

"Another strategy to maximize curcumin absorption is to ingest it in the complete
meal, turmeric root (fresh or dried as a powder), since natural oils present in
turmeric root and turmeric powder can increase curcumin bioavailability seven to
eight fold," according to studies. Curcumin can be absorbed straight into the
circulation through the lymphatic system when consumed with fat, bypassing the
liver in part."

You may use healthy organic fats like olive oil, fish oil, or coconut oil, which is my
personal favorite!

THE COOKBOOK RECIPE

To begin, gather the necessary ingredients:

- 12 cup turmeric root powder (organic)
- 1 cup of filtered or spring water (may need more)
- 12 tablespoons black pepper, freshly ground (fresh is always best because of the
piperine levels)
- 14 cup organic virgin coconut oil, cold pressed (you can also use olive oil)

Here's how simple it is: in a pan or saucepan, combine the turmeric root powder
with 1 cup of water; you may need to add extra water if necessary. On medium/low
heat, stir the ingredients until it becomes a thick paste, which should take around 7
to 10 minutes. (If the paste is too runny, add a little more turmeric and cook it for a
few minutes longer.)
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Stir in the fresh cracked pepper and coconut oil until the mixture has been reduced
to a paste.

Place the paste in a mason jar and keep it in the fridge until it has cooled. The paste
should last around two weeks.

To your pet's diet, add 14 teaspoons of paste per 10 pounds of body weight.

It's never been a better time to start a preventative approach, such as adding
turmeric root to your pet's food.

Last Step To The Treatment Plan  (Holding A Pen)

During the third week of our 30-day treatment plan, it's time to gradually add

mental focus and grace. To do so, you'll be able to use your boundary training skills

from the previous chapters. Now that you know how to construct invisible

boundaries, you can do it anywhere, even outdoors on a walk, by drawing an

unseen circle around yourself and commanding your dog to stay within it while

you're in motion, all while holding a pen in their mouth!

Yes you heard right! Before re-introducing your canine to environmental

stimulation (Toys, People, Food, Dogs) they must first learn to hold a pen.  Why a

pen you might ask, and what does a pen have to do with cognitive function and

latent work?

Negative behavior in dogs is caused by past associations and perceptions that have
arisen as a result of emotional trauma. Experience develops bad or positive
connections, which establish a perception, which then becomes a reality for the dog
or person experiencing the experience. Old associations are replaced with new
perceptions as part of the rehabilitation process.

The problem is that simply re-socializing your dog with beautiful new experiences
won't suffice since you won't be able to get close enough to those wonderful
experiences once they respond, and they will become additional unpleasant
experiences that will only legitimize their reaction. This has now turned into a
problem for both of you in your relationship. It's critical that they learn latently that
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you are capable of making sound decisions that will help them relax and be more
comfortable with allowing you to better control and manage the environment when
you're together to provide your dog with a sense of safety and security, rather than
the other way around, where your dog is freaking out and trying to provide that for
themselves.

For this reason, redirection and desensitization doesn’t always produce the results
you're looking for and you will often just be stuck in a never ending plateau. The
reason for this is because you're missing a cognitive latent component. The good
news is that this should no longer be a factor for you if you follow the 30 day
treatment plan above and incorporate cognitive thinking while multi-tasking AKA
holding a pen.

The reason to teach your dog to hold a pen, is because when you first go out, your
canine WILL react to things. There will be a very subtle impulse, you have to stop
that impulse before you even see it, it's not enough to notice a change in body
posture to get ahead of the behavior. So if you're trying to read the dog's external
behavior and you're waiting to see a change in your canine's body communication,
keep in mind that any body postures you see has already been in the dog's
cognitive mind for several seconds, possibly even minutes before it was ever
reflected through their body posture. So before you see a change in body posture,
it's already been allowed to take a behavioral root. Once it takes a behavioral root
the only way to stop it is to uproot it. So while the boundaries are being taught by
week 3 of your 30 day treatment plan it's important to start teaching to “hold” a ball
point pen. The object should not be something easily handled by a dog, but must
be realistic for them to hold, based on their physical capabilities, and they must be
able to hold it in motion.

During week four of your 30 day treatment plan you will go for a walk off your
property boundary. When you go for a walk for the first time, your dog is going to
feel an impulse of excitement or reactivity. When this happens, the moment your
dog loses composure your dog will drop the pen. The pen will drop long before you
will see any external behavior or change in body posture or even reactivity and
excitement. That pen allows you to be about 30-60 seconds ahead of the behavior
before you even see a reaction. You will be able to redirect the first impulse. You
will start off walking off your property boundary, but the minute your dog drops the
pen during the walk, you immediately return to your home boundary. Once the dog
realizes through association that when they drop the pen the boundary is
reinforced, that's when the latent learning kicks in. Your dog has to understand
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when the pen is dropped THEY ARE THE ONE WHO IS REINFORCING THE
BOUNDARY! Your canine will realize THEY HAVE CONTROL OF WHEN THAT
BOUNDARY IS REINFORCED, not you. Once the association is created they will want
to continue that walk. When your dog walks into an environmental distraction while
walking into a situation holding a pen, their mind is already in the self control mode
of self composure, far from feeling reactive. If a dog is hyper focused on his
boundary, it's well beyond thinking about fighting, being reactive, or distracted,
because its mind is still in a state of grace.

Technically this concept goes beyond what an Animal Behaviorist would learn in a
university. In my profession there is no professional title for what we are actually
doing. Behavior scientifically means what an animal is actually doing. If you're going
to read behavior, you're reading the action of an animal that can be seen and
observed. That is too late in the profession of rehabilitating canines! If you can read
the action of a murderer, Its too late! He's already in the mental process of
committing a murder! What we are doing in this treatment plan, is we are actually
finding a creative way to notice an absence of thought at the point your canine
“drops the ball” so to speak, which is exactly what that phrase refers to. The
moment in time you lost focus of what you were doing, and dropped the ball!

A lot of misinformed trainers or behaviorists mistakenly think that thought equals
behavior. In the world of Behavioral Science that’s incorrect, you can't observe
thought. When trainers call themselves behaviorists they are referring to their
ability to change behavior, in this treatment plan we are not changing behavior.
Rather we are changing the thought process that fuels behavior. So we are one step
ahead of what an actual behaviorist would notice while observing a dog's reactivity.
In the world of behaviorism, that doesn't really exist scientifically… YET. Which is
why Latent learning has not hit mainstream yet in the dog behavior profession,
because when it comes to operant conditioning, everything is about looking at what
the canine or subject is actually doing. Latent learning is not about observing what
the subject is actually doing, but what is actually fueling the behavior.

In my experience working with clients and their pets, I have noticed that most dog
owners prefer to focus on how to extinguish behavior, not control or manage
behavior through obedience and operant conditioning. Rewards based training
does the exact opposite of this approach. Reward based trainers reinforce what
they can only notice or observe through alteration. If they could find a creative way
to reward for what can’t be observed, they could reveal an industry breakthrough! If
you can tell that your dog is starting to lose grasp of itself a minute before it shows
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any outward behavior postures, wow, now you're ahead of the game! In conclusion
the boundary training during the treatment plan gets their behavioral instincts in
place. If a dog does not understand a healthy boundary that's the genesis of all dog
behavior. So if you don't have a healthy boundary in place, there is no way you can
teach anything effectively, because without that boundary your dog behaves wildly
and your first 30 days puts all of that in place. The pen, then puts intelligence on the
boundary, the intelligence assumes your dog is in fact smart. The boundary is all
about raw instinct, you have to get that boundary in place so you can establish
communication with your canine that they completely understand. The pen then
puts your canine into the mindset of healthy natural thinking.

Maintenance to avoid regression “How To Read Your Canine When Managing
Space In Public Situations”
Remember that most dogs can manage their own space to feel safe, but once
they're on a leash, they're no longer in charge of their own space. You've now taken
on the responsibility of controlling and managing space and security for your dog,
so don't let them down. Read them and the situation correctly to manage space for
them. Otherwise, your relationship will suffer because they will lose faith in your
ability to handle real-life circumstances related to caring for your family/pack.

Step 1: Before exposing your dog to a trigger that may cause anxiety or agitation,
make sure you're far enough away on leash that your dog doesn't react. Do
nothing, give no guidance, and give no commands. Simply pay attention to your
canine companion. Use the communication body postures we learned earlier.

Never allow your dog to be emotionally unstable with over excitement, If they do
appear to be over excited. STOP WHATEVER YOU'RE DOING, DON'T MOVE, DON'T
SPEAK ESPECIALLY IF THEY'RE FIXED AND STANDING.

If your dog is still standing after 3-4 seconds. Establish your invisible boundary like
you learned in earlier chapters. Because of the 30 day treatment plan this should
be a simple task that requires little or no force or confrontation.

Step 2. If they transition to a sit, take your time and wait. How long? AS LONG AS IT
TAKES for them to develop a healthy coping mechanism (hip roll, head down).
When they lay down, then continue to wait. When their hips roll and head lowers,
you then now have two options, you can either decrease your distance by several
feet or decide to leave on a good note. However if your dog continues to transition
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off and on to standing on all fours, you are WAY too close to what’s causing them
discomfort.

This not only demonstrates to your dog that you are sensitive to their emotional
and psychological needs, but it also eliminates the need for them to react because
you already know when they are unsettled. If or when your dog reacts, it's simply
because they don't feel heard or understood, and acting out is their only method of
expressing their dissatisfaction. As an owner you have to show your canine that you
have them covered so they never have to ask for food, potty breaks, or walks. You
must always be fair in your parenting skills. Remember when a parent neglects
their child's physical, psychological and emotional needs, oftentimes will result in
the child attempting to take over and attempting to parent the adult!
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Chapter 7: FAQ

Client Questions & Answers

Overbearing Female Vs. Male:
Question: I have a remote appointment with a behaviorist on Monday. Any
additional advice since my girl is a wolfdog?

My 7 year old spayed, low content (32%) female Elara is aggressive towards my  2.5
year old GSD male Aubrun and it has gotten worse after my eldest dog Dante who
was a mediator passed away.

Elara used to look scary and growl when she was playing, so it was hard to tell if she
was being serious with Aubrun because she never actually hurt him until he started
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fighting back, and even then she didn't seem to be putting a lot of effort into her
snaps and bites.

Elara is spayed and Aubrun is most likely neutered (I say most likely because they
could only locate 1 testicle he might still have one)

While Dante was still alive she was starting to set boundaries more forcefully with
Aubrun about the time he was 7 months old and I separated him because he was
showing signs of lameness from elbow dysplasia in both elbows. He had several
surgeries to correct his elbows that had them separated for 4 months. After they
were reunited, Dante started acting off and ultimately he passed away 5 months
later.  He used to physically stop Elara when she was bullying Aubrun. I wasn't sure
if I should let her set her boundaries and I didn't interfere because I figured they
would sort it out.  They seemed to be still functioning fair together until Aubrun was
over a year old and started fighting back.

Elara and Aubrun have been in a few spats and the worst was in January this year
when she needed stitches on her head and neck because we were out hiking, I was
alone and I couldn't break them up fast enough.

She starts any altercation they have ever had, but once he is on to fight, that is what
he is intent on doing and will hurt her badly and I'm uncertain he would stop if not
stopped.

I have muzzles for them and I have also been trying  to work with them together on
leads, so it is easier for me to break them up. That helped a ton this past
Wednesday. I was able to break them up before he did any major damage to her.

This time I think she was wound tight because they hadn't exercised yet and she
just went for his neck and penned him when he was walking away. She seemed
more serious and Aubrun immediately went into fight mode.

Separating for days, weeks, months didn't seem to help, (we have gates in the
house and crates) so I'm hoping more interactions where they aren't fighting might
lead to her being less reactive or trying to bully him to where he wants to fight for
real.  He is reactive now too, he focused and snapped at her yesterday when she
was snapping at flies (not him). She starts these altercations with little or no
provocation from him now.
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I am attaching some recent videos, the first is an example of how she starts out just
being aggressive, she couldn't follow through because of being on the tie out. If
she'd been able to reach him she would have started a fight at that time.  The
second was one where he stared at her briefly and that is what upset her. However,
she also gets aggressive if he play bows at her or runs.

I have some videos of what I have been trying to do to encourage not so hostile
interaction and claiming my own space so that they back up from each other
instead of engaging and it escalates to where they are too focused on hurting each
other.

Answer: Hi Sheryn

Your videos are very helpful. If you are in need of a second opinion or validation
then I can always jump on a call with you and I can tell you what the treatment plan
would be if you were one of my clients.

I’m not sure what state you are in (I am in North Carolina) but from what I have
seen in your videos is that your female is very clear in her communication. As a
matter of fact you are also very good at reading her.

Your female has no value to your male and also he has no respect for her pressure
(communication). It’s almost as if he is not even aware that she is talking to him.

He is showing signs of anxious behavior and his whining is not helping his cause. It’s
forcing her to take action.

Now ultimately she should be able to observe you, instead of her taking action. The
more you are in charge of safety and security as well as controlling and managing
the environment the more she will wait long enough for you to take action.

Her reactiveness is also a lack of trusting you to properly control him. So over time
she can lose her trust in you as well.

I know you are recalling him when you see a potential situation, but in her
perspective you are not controlling and managing him, you are in fact just
distracting him before he makes a further mistake. Your commands sound way too
playful and almost apologetic.

But regardless, canines notice action not words. Your energy and intentions
introduce you before you even speak and your actions speak louder than your
words.
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So when you notice that she needs space, she should be able to watch you not only
recall him, but physically put him in a calming exercise for 20-30 minutes, then she
can observationally watch how much control you have and also how receptive he is
to you. This was Dante's job when he was alive. He is what a behaviorist would call
the peacekeeper.

If he is not capable of doing a 30 minute relaxation protocol under distractions,
then there's your first week of homework. Once he can do that, she will realize that
he is receptive to at least someone! Whether that’s her or you. It doesn’t matter to
your female.

So in short she is not the one that needs the training.

Also “families that play together stay together”. Social interaction or adventures
away from the home “packwalks” will help them solidify their bond.

It helps to have a change in environment, because there are too many past
occurrences at the house that it forms an association of what’s to be expected (a
fight). You may even notice they get along better outside of the house, which would
mean an entirely different problem altogether.

If you are working with a behaviorist, then awesome! Be sure it is not a trainer,
because behavioral terms are very confusing in our industry. A trainer will want to
start off teaching you training and commands and won’t address the actual
problem right away until a full obedience course is taught first.

You have a communication problem not a training problem. A behaviorist will also
make changes in your environment, not just work with the dogs. They also may
have you rearrange your furniture. That may not make sense to you, but a
behaviorist would know why. Best of luck!

Interpack Aggression:

Question: I have a recent heritage Wolfdog (15%) that is mostly gsd. I have a 10
year old lab mix that she grew up with and has always loved until recently. Recently
she has been reactive towards him but not all of the time. He can just be walking by
and she gets triggered and will growl or snap at him. I feed her and my other male
in their cages and the lab mix by their cages. She will wait to eat her food and give
him a death stare until he is done. If he walks by her cage she will snap at him. I had
them in the back yard and had to break them up because she was attacking him.
He was just on his back yelping and she was biting his legs. He was limping and had
a puncture on his foot. I thought maybe seasonal aggression since the lab mix is
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neutered but my other male isn't and this was the first time she had been near her
season and an adult (she will be 2 in jan). I just got her spayed yesterday and even
though she was asleep and didn't really want to move around she still made the
effort to growl and stare at him when he walked by. I am going to do some work by
walking them together but with 2 different people so they can't reach each other
and some tandem training where I work them in the same room but also where
they dont touch. And take them to the beach to swim, which is their favorite place.
Do you have any other tips that may help? She doesn't have any reactivity towards
my unaltered male at all. The lab mix is the one that is 10. The one with the
reactivity issues will be 2 in January. The youngest is the white one who is 1. All of
them have been to the vet for a full check up in the last 3 months and the black one
got spayed yesterday.

Answer: Hi Ashley with the passage of time, having a large number of dogs in the
house is becoming increasingly common. When this happens, owners will notice
more pack behavior and social dynamics than they are used to, especially if they
own a wolfdog, because a wolfdog's genetic disposition will expose these
characteristics in a more dramatic way than a standard breed, which may be more
subtle.

To begin with, while this behavior is relatively common in a pack structure, it may
be very stressful for humans. It's critical to understand that while you're in a pack,
you maintain social order by managing and regulating your own and others' space.
Although it varies depending on who you question, this does not imply complete
dominance. In a family pack dynamic, this is referred to as parenting.

According to Wildlife Biologist David Mech, it may be dominance although according
to him it does not usually happen in the wild, however he does mention that it is
very common in an artificial pack structure with non related canines. The most
important thing is to figure out why this is occurring. When members of a social
pack follow another's lead, it's vital that they understand three key responsibilities.

1. They must learn to give the "parent" control over their excessive excitability and
movement. This is especially true for classroom educators. They won't be able to
start teaching the lesson until they've regained control of the kids' energy and
movement. This is performed by teaching the children to sit in a chair and relax
when the school bell rings, which is a form of Pavlovian training.

2. They must be able to demonstrate that they can develop healthy coping
mechanisms to assist them in adapting to new situations or events that are not
solely their responsibility.
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3. They must develop impulse control and self-control. The animals' perception of
who is in command of the classroom, or pack, will be altered as a result of this. In a
classroom, for example, students quickly learn that the teacher has a job and a
purpose that is valuable to her. For example, a student might learn that the
instructor is in charge of the classroom's energy as well as its safety and security. In
the animal realm, this is usually a female position. As a result, the majority of
female wolfdogs become violent toward their own kind. Your female has taken over
this duty, which means you will no longer be the school teacher. There are games
that aid in the development of children. And there are exercises that do the same
thing for Canines that I can share with you.

Canine Obsession Over Pregnant Owner:

Question: I am hoping to gain some insight on my wolfdog, Meeko's behavior. He is
low content and 10 months old, intact.

Changed Behavior: Started this past week.. Lately, he seems to be extra attached to
me, follows me around the house - he will follow me so closely he sometimes steps
on the back of my heels, if he's not by my side. He will only let me put on his collar
and leash and when we walk he sticks right by my side. He has started to pee on my
things, mainly my shoes or wherever I leave them (ex. if I take them off in the living
room and forget to bring them to the mud room or in the closet, etc...). He usually
takes showers with me, but now if I close the door or don't let him in, he will either
try to open the door or will sit outside the door and cry on and off/howl, until I open
it.

Household: I live with my kids and my fiance, nothing changed there. I am pregnant,
it was a surprise to us all, but just hit my 20 week mark, which is when the behavior
started to change. I am not sure if that is a coincidence or part of the cause. When I
picked him up as a pup, I was 7 months along (yes back to back pregnancies).

He has also always been more attached to me than my fiance and I'm not sure if
that's because I picked him up when he was a pup, but he has lived with us equally
for the same amount of time. He is extremely loved and though the behaviors are
not ideal, it's viewed as more of a learning opportunity (for me) than anything else. I
just want to learn more about him, so that I can better understand him and
improve our communication.

Thank you for your time!
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Answer: Hi Chelle This is common behavior , but not “normal behavior” Common
because human’s anthropomorphize and allow the pattern to continue through
adulthood or justify the behavior. This is not normal behavior because regardless of
the reasons if you were to view all the humans as canines , he would not be allowed
to obsess over another pack member even if they were pregnant. As a matter of
fact the breeding male would not allow it.

The pack as a whole have their own roles that benefit the pack as a whole loving
unit. Obsessing and being another pack member's shadow is not healthy or
balanced behavior. In fact it’s very common for a pack member to demand space,
especially a moody pregnant female. It’s insecure behavior that he has been
allowed to practice as a coping mechanism. The longer it continues the more
permanent it will be, but when he matures into adulthood he will no longer be
displaying it as a puppy, it will be an obsessive adult male with adult hormones!
This can eventually turn to other possible scary outcomes.

It’s important to stop saving him from his own discomfort by doing some
independent exercises that do not involve you. As well as having the family take a
more active role in his relationship. Oftentimes when a family member realizes that
their wolfdog is obsessing over another family member, it’s easy to assume that it
must be because they just love them more. Which then all of a sudden gets labeled
as mom's dog or dad's dog.

The treatment plan has too many details and explanations that would make my
message a very very long book. This may have to be a phone conversation. You
should play friendly exercises that teach more independence. But be careful that it
doesn’t turn to isolation, that is not what I’m suggesting. He needs to learn that he
can find the same comfort in everyday activities with family members or even by
himself chewing a marrow bone.

Aggression While Meeting New Dogs

Question: My dog, Scout, (not sure if low-content or mid-content, I have never DNA
tested.) He is almost 4 yrs old - he's a neutered male. I adopted him from a shelter
as a puppy that labeled him German Shepherd/Malamute - it was never my
intention to adopt a wolf dog but he did grow up into one! I've made it a priority to
socialize him - booking him regularly in dog daycare, participating in pack walks &
having friend's dogs come over for playdates. Around 1 year old, he started
showing signs of aggression towards intact males and puppies, and sometimes
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white labs & fluffy doodle types so I stopped bringing him to dog parks/dog
beaches. Recently, a few weeks ago, he attacked a small dog (both on leash, dog
was neutered male terrier - dog is ok just very expensive as it did require stitches,
story: dog was walking by on sidewalk and Scout was leashed with me and my
group of friends at a picnic table next to sidewalk. Hi t was a omplete surprise as it
seemed very out of character. I now muzzle him when bringing him out on to
beaches & public, busy areas and am trying to proactively guard him from putting
him in a dangerous situation as I know it's my responsibility. I'm not confident to
say that he's aggressive towards all small dogs as his best friend's with my friend's
small terrier (pic attached) & plays well with other friends' tiny Chihuahua/shih-tzu
and my mom's cat. Curious as to if this issue is reversible and how to manage
selective aggression asides from separation? The dog daycare I bring him to is
aware of the recent development and they've had no problems with him / their
group of dogs however the daycare separates the dogs by size & don't allow intact
dogs to play in daycare. I'm not sure if it comes from insecurity/feeling threatened
by male hormones and/or prey drive but is there a way to mitigate this? Has anyone
experienced their dog developing selective aggression with age, or did I just
severely f up in some way?

So far, I've been working on having him pay attention to me while out on walks and
maintain eye contact with me when other dogs are passing as I no longer feel
comfortable with having him greet new dogs.

Answer: I can definitely help you with this issue. Actually reactive behavior is one
of my specialties. Although it seems selective. There is a common denominator.
He’s fine at doggy day camp, he is fine with existing dogs he already knows. So this
leaves one common denominator... It's a new introduction to dogs he does not
know. This requires that you develop an eye for Canine Communication &
Understanding as well as how to work with a pack of dogs And read their
intentions. Yes this is partially Scout's fault because he is taking over control of the
introduction. But he shouldn’t be in charge while he is on a leash, this will cause
frustration and miscommunication. During off leash incidents the human needs to
control the intensity of the introduction. Also taking into consideration what the
other dogs intentions or over excitability are triggering scouts discomfort. Please
watch the below webinar which goes over basic canine psychology, but also
critiques several videos of dogs and wolfdogs interacting and what they are actually
communicating in real time not through candid photos.
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Introducing Dog To New Household Members

Question: I do have a question, how can I help my girls get used to my sons being
home? Just recently discharged from the military? One in May and one coming next
month. The darker one (just now 3y/o) has seen both boys but the lighter one (1
1/2y/o) has not. They love to play ‘chase’ and bark at the one home now. Will take
treats, sometimes happily and sometimes standoffish.

Answer: Start having your son help and eventually take over on the care of these
beautiful animals. Remember the pack eats, sleeps and hunts together. They need
to see how he fits in the family, what his role is and also the value he brings to their
physical, emotional, and psychological needs. Over time they will view your sons as
being in charge of safety and security as well as being responsible for controlling
and managing the environment around them. Pack walks are a must! Remember to
do all this together as a family first. take your time and tell your boys not to take it
personally. Tell them I said welcome home and thank you so much for serving and
defending our country and the people who reside in it.

Family Participation While Training

Question: Although we have a family dog, the dog really belongs to me, and my
family is not really involved. When working with a trainer or behaviorist, is it vital
that the whole family participate?

Answer: I often receive emails from individuals who have a wolfdog gone bad,
stating they are single handedly trying to get their wolfdog to change for the better
while the rest of the humans in the home change nothing. Oftentimes other family
members have already given up on the wolfdog or do not think there is a problem.

A wolfdog's temperament is a direct result of its owner’s ability to understand it and
give it what it instinctually needs as a canid. When more than one human is living
with a wolfdog a single person in the house cannot completely balance out a
wolfdog alone if other humans continue to put out misleading signals. The wolfdog
sees the family as a pack, it's pack. In order for a wolfdog who has developed
behavioral issues to change, every human in the house must learn proper human
to canid communication. One person putting in the extra effort while no one else
does will not convince the wolfdog it is safe to change its behavior. A single person
can make a difference in things such as lack of exercise and showing the wolfdog
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some leadership, but to fully balance out a wolfdog and/or to change certain
unwanted behaviors it must be a pack effort.

Instinct tells a wolfdog that in order to survive there must be a confident leader (not
dominant). When the humans do not act like leaders the wolfdog may take over in
order to save the pack, making up its own rules. The wolfdog thinks it is doing it to
save the humans and keep them behaving. As a lot of people find out, a wolfdog's
idea of how things need to be is often not the same as what the humans think
things should be like. In a lot of cases the wolfdog does not want, or cannot handle
the role of taking care of an unstable pack. As a result, the wolfdog may develop
issues such as becoming fearful, nervous, anxious, hyper and/or stressed.

If some of the humans in the home have already given up on the wolfdog, the dog
can sense it and it will act as expected. The conflict between family members sends
mixed signals and confuses the wolfdog. This often happens without the humans
even realizing it, as they do not understand what exactly their actions mean in the
wolfdog's eyes. It's like one parent telling a child not to say curse words while the
other encourages it by laughing.

The entire family needs to begin to properly communicate to the wolfdog. They
must talk about it and come up with plans and work together. It must be a group
effort. It must be the whole pack (family).

The wolfdog may decide to try harder to be a leader at first, but when the humans
convince the wolfdog they are strong enough to handle things, the wolfdog will
begin to behave and even relax. There are no bad wolfdogs. There are however, a
lot of wolfdogs who have owners that do not properly communicate and who do
not put in the effort to satisfy the natural instincts of a canid.

Littermate Syndrome

Question: Sorry for the long email, but can we please discuss littermate syndrome?
This isn’t necessarily just a “wolfdog” thing, it can happen in any breed. But, I’m
finding that more and more people are unfamiliar with this topic and I would love
to help educate while also seeking help for my current situation. I have personally
dealt with three pairs of littermate syndrome myself. One of which was a toy breed,
and never experienced any aggression. However, the inability to be independent
was very much present their entire lives. It was then when I first learned about
littermate syndrome. My second bonded pair were two male low content wolfdogs,
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(embarked at 21% ) They were young littermates so we were able to break this early
by separating them and training one on one. Even though they were just under a
year old, the amount of time and work put into them was extremely difficult and
exhausting for us all! Thankfully it was successful. Today, they are fully
independent, and amazing dogs individually. Our third pair is why I’m reaching out.
4 year old littermates, low content males (embarked at 45%) bonded, these guys
were in desperate need of a new home together. We had the extra space, so a
couple months ago we took them in. Initially we kept them in an enclosure
together, as they were together in their previous homes. Noticing littermate
syndrome right off the bat with these guys, we wanted to work on separation
slowly, considering their age, the new environment, and the amount of time they’ve
been bonded, we didn’t want to separate them cold turkey. Unfortunately, the
aggression part started to kick in not long after having them, so we were left with
no choice but to separate ASAP. They are currently in separate enclosures (one
40x40 and one 30x50) next to each other in order to still somewhat interact with
one another. However, being apart has really made the situation worse as far as
their behavior goes. Anxiety is obviously much worse than before because they're
now separated. However, aggression is also becoming noticeably worse. They are
both scheduled for neuters, but unfortunately my vet can’t get them in until the end
of April. Any suggestions on what we can do until then? And even then, is neutering
going to completely solve the aggression issue? I am aware of winter wolf
syndrome, and understand that could possibly be triggering some aggression. Also,
note that the aggression is not limited towards each other, and it is also shown
towards us humans as well. As far as working on their independence, and ability to
function without the other, we’re convinced that at this point, we may not be able
to help them, as it’s been going on for so long. My main concern at this time would
be the aggression. Any advice would be appreciated, as we were just trying to do
the right thing by offering these guys a forever home. Thanks.

Answer: Hi Caitlin, Littermate syndrome is  a label term that an uneducated trainer
coined who had zero behavioral or breeding experience. This misinformation hit
the internet and has become the new internet craze, no scientific research has
demonstrated that dogs reared with their siblings are more prone to behavioral
difficulties than dogs raised separately.

Of course, just because a phenomenon hasn't been researched doesn't mean it
doesn't exist. Dog owners around the world are not crazy or imagining it in their
heads. That is undeniably true. We don't have any peer-reviewed studies to rely on,
so we have to rely on anecdotal information. While there will undoubtedly be
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examples from Dog Owners who have struggled with raising littermates, there will
also be plenty of success stories.

All we have is supposition until we get scientific proof that Littermate Syndrome is
genuine, which I can assure you it is not. So, if that's the case, what are we
witnessing?

This is a common occurrence when two siblings or unrelated puppies are kept
together. Breeders and behaviorists have frequently advised against purchasing
two pups at the same time, whether the goal is for your children to each have their
own dog or for the puppies to keep each other company while you are at work. But
why is that?

The explanation for this, as well as correct diagnosis. It is not a good idea to raise
two puppies together because they will both go through a hormonal change during
their development. When they reach adolescence (usually at 1 1/2 to 2 years),
handling two dogs going through adolescence is a pain. Why? Because they've
suddenly realized how important it is to be territorial.

1.) They begin to ask for greater space.

2.) They resource guard certain objects and sections of the home or yard, such as
doorways, tight spaces, owners, and even bedrooms.

3.) They have trouble making eye contact, even when they aren't in the same room.
They'll often lock eyes from across the room and chase each other down.

When breeders keep puppies back to contribute to their breeding program, they
will normally separate the two until one is sold or until they reach maturity at three
years old, when their hormones have leveled out. If a client owns both dogs, the
breeder will either...

1. Dissuade the buyer from buying two puppies right away.

2. Prior to adolescence, encourage spaying or neutering.
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Keep in mind that keeping them in kennels or enclosures next to each other will
make things worse with barrier frustration.

Altering them will work, but many owners claim it doesn’t and will rehome one
anyway, not realizing that after altering it takes several months for their hormones
to balance. So you will still see behavioral issues for about 3 months even after
spaying/neutering.

Winter wolf syndrome is also hormones and is not limited to just wolfdogs. But
once again winter wolf syndrome is a slang term and promotes misinformation.

Spouse Participation

Question: Can you help me? I feel so bad right now, I took a month and a half off
work and I needed a break.  I have started a new job, 12 hour shifts, but instead of
5 days a week, it is 3 days. But  Sienna and I have really bonded lately,  all the things
dog park, training, long walks, and lots of petting brushing and just her and I being
silly together. Now I am concerned about regression and separation anxiety,  my
husband will be here, but he won't take her out in public wont take her to the park,
any advice would be gratefully appreciated

Answer: Hi Cindy

Families that play together stay together. If your husband won’t do things for your
wolfdog. See if he will do them “for you”.

As a date or something you guys can do together as a couple. Your wolfdog will just
come along with. It’s not just good for the wolfdog, going out as a family is good for
him too! Physically, psychologically and emotionally a family and a couple needs to
keep active in order to solidify a relationship.

This is why the holidays are part of family tradition, it’s a way of understanding the
true value of life and to bring the family together. Start your own new family
traditions that involve your husband being motivated to do things with you and the
dogs. If he likes fishing, tell him you want to take the dogs fishing and watch him
catch stuff! Create something fun for him too!

Training a Release Word
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Question:

In tightening down my latest training with Guillermo and really testing the
application, I have found a flaw in what I’ve previously done with other dogs.
Growing up, we used our dogs for herding and I always expected a dog to follow
commands anywhere without ever having to look directly at it. Was also used to
commanding dogs in areas where no one else was typically around.

So, I foolishly began pushing Guillermo in that direction as a pup, before I realized
more practical commands, like “place” for example, become problematic in public
areas because my release word is “ok” (yeah, I shoulda known better).

If I have him in “wait” while I’m unloading the SUV at a trail/park, he is fine until he
hears a loud and clear “ok” from anyone in the vicinity, kids or strangers, doesn’t
matter... that’s his release word and so he bolts. This means teaching “place” has
been put on hold for a moment until I know my next step, as continuing with my
current word is probably going to yield the same problem during application in
public.

Soooo, has anyone ever trained their dog with two release words, where one is
solely used to release from “place”?

OR

Any suggestions on how to train the release word holds no meaning unless the dog
is being looked directly at or given a hand signal in conjunction?? (Will be starting
E-Collar come June, so open to all method suggestions.)

I’m just trying to avoid confusing him or going all the way back to the start with a
new, less commonly used release word to undo my mistake, but if I must, then I
must.

Answer: The problem is not that you need another release command. The problem
“IS THE RELEASE COMMAND” and how you are drilling it.

This issue is one of the reasons I created “The Calming Exercise” and one of the
reasons also why trainers do not use the word “stay” anymore.

The fewer words you use with an animal the better. Otherwise they get confused
easily For the reasons below....

When you ask your child to do something do you ever command him to stay
afterwards? For example...

“Billie go to your room, now STAY/WAIT!
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Or...

”Billie, dinner is ready!, NOW STAY/WAIT!

Of course not because you already have what’s called implied pressure with the
command. Meaning, sit means sit until I give you another command, and down
means down unless I give you a new command. Your dog should already know not
to move until asked to do something else.

Okay now for the second part, THE RELEASE COMMAND....

There isn’t one... you already have a command for that.. it’s called “come” or “heel”

But here is the inside trade secret! There are commands that should never be
paired together in training drills. Kinda like working out at the gym. You never do
leg day the same day as abs day. It’s counter productive. For example …

1. Never drill sit with down! Why? Because when you pair them he will anticipate
what command to follow next and will most likely jump ahead before being asked.

2. Never drill stay, with come or heel! Why? Because when you pair them together
he will anticipate the following command and will have anxiety while waiting for a
release. Which will cause him to hear it in the wind, or swears to god you said it
when you sneezed.

When implying to Stay, which should be your “sit” or “down” command you always
physically go back and retrieve your dog. Never call him to you. This way it will be
SOLID!

As an example with 3 past demo dogs I use to be able to sit them across the street
with busy traffic while standing on the other side while bystanders watched in
horror!

I was asked “aren’t you scared they will break on accident” my answer was nope! I
never taught them how to come from a stay.”

Then I would bend down, clap my hands and scream COME! Heel! and they ignored
me EVERYTIME! Until I physically walked back to retrieve them.   I do have a recall
command, but it’s a secret word and never used while drilling the others.
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So let me ask you... what is the difference between the “wait command” and the
“place command” aren’t they both stay?

Yes however it’s a good way of helping the dog through what we call an expectation
drill! That’s a lesson for another day or you can call me and I can explain it in more
detail!

At this moment even if you introduce a new release word unless you understand
the concept above, this new command will also eventually be ruined once you start
drilling it.

Also now you have to proof him to ignore “Okay” or “Break” which will confuse him
at first. Because now these words become a new distraction in the environment
that he has to learn to ignore now. So in short, it’s the association of what he thinks
“place means”...

To him Place does not mean “Place”! Instead it means get ready for the “break” or
“release command” Hope this helps!

New Dog Barking At Night

Question: HELP!  I rescued my sweet boy a couple weeks ago. The first week he
was fine we have a half an acre fenced in for him. Now around 3 in the morning he
barks for a good two hours and he won’t eat his food. Can someone help me? My
vet said a shock collar but i can’t do it.

Answer: Hi Miranda

I’m Tony the moderator. without meeting your Wolfdog  my answer will be a little
generic. If there are any other members with dog training or behavioral experience
I would like to hear their take.

Here is my contribution with the little info we have about your rescue. Content (%
of wolf) is going to play a huge factor. If you have only owned him a short time I
wouldn’t do anything that would ruin his opportunity to bond with you as a family
pack. So anything that resembles hazing (which is what people are instructed to do
By fish and game when they see a coyote or wild animal in their yard) like an air
horn, yelling or screaming could possibly ruin your chances of bonding with him
unless you already have a great relationship with him from the get-go. Maybe you
had already built a relationship with him before the adoption process which is what
any Wolfdog owner should do before rehoming a Wolfdog. Have the person come
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and visit several times or maybe even have the wolf dog stay overnight at their
home before they actually permanently keep it.

The bark collar will work especially if it is more dog. That is already a proven fact,
that is why they’re so popular on the market. But in this case, him being so new to
the environment could cause a lot of stress and anxiety and may even result in
other behavioral issues that will manifest. Unless he has a clear understanding of
what it is setting off the collar he’s going to go through a stressful learning curve
until he figures it out. Again it will make him hate his enclosure and also again
cause a possible risk of not being able to bond properly with him. The barking is
coming from frustration being in a new environment and or possibly separated
from who he was paired with (a mate) he may have actually been paired with
another Wolfdog  before he left his previous home.

This advice will be time-consuming but I believe the correct thing to do is to
continue building a bond with him which means that he should be spending more
time with you when you are available then in the enclosure by himself.

When I brought a Wolfdog rescue home she was tethered to me on a leash for
three weeks. We ate together, we slept together, we did everything together. She
eventually was less skittish around me and other people as long as I was around
she was even more confident to allow me to put her in situations she wouldn’t have
allowed me to in the beginning. But if I had just let her go out to go potty or feed
her and then leave her to eat by herself the process would’ve taken much much
longer.

You can always pair your wolfdog with another mate and hope that they would hit it
off and this would help fulfill a lot of his psychological and emotional needs. This is
why most sanctuaries usually have pairs in one enclosure. The con to this idea is
that he will form more of a close bond with his new mate and still not develop a
successful bond with you personally as the owner.

So there are a lot of options to talk about and a lot of exercises that you can do to
help bond with him so he doesn’t feel the need to want to escape or get frustrated.

If you would like I am more than happy to speak with you on the phone. As a matter
of fact if anybody would like to talk to me on the phone you’re more than welcome
to call me leave a message and I can call you back 949-887-3303 I know there are a
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couple of other trainers a part of the group so hopefully one of them can also reach
out and give you some sound advice.

Car Sickness

Question: My name is Jordyn and this is Atlas. He is around 3 but we don’t have an
exact age cause he was a rescue. He is low-mid content and has a great
temperament. I have given him lots of social interaction since getting him, and for
the most part he is great. My main concern is cars. He is absolutely terrified. He has
to be picked up and placed in the car to get him anywhere, and from there he
vomits multiple times while shaking from being anxious and scared. I walk/ run him
daily but I know that he and I would both benefit from me taking him on hikes. He
has been this way since we got him and I am not sure what I can do to try and help
him. I’ve always had dogs my entire life, but this is my first go with one with wolf
content. I've tried just sitting in the car with the windows down, and he just shakes
and throws up. Any advice or recommendations are greatly appreciated.

Answer:

Hi Jordynn, The first incident of getting sick in the car could have been due to many
possible factors. But if it’s happening more often the cause could now be anxiety
related which is caused by a negative association.

This would be very similar to a Child getting sick on a roller coaster. Probably more
due to too much candy before the ride. After the Association now the child
anticipates the experience every time they encounter a roller coaster while in line
causing anxiety or anticipation.

A Canine's negative behavior is created through past Association and Perceptions
that are developed through past experiences with emotional attached trauma.
Experience creates associations (negative or positive)which forms into a  Perception
which then forms into a reality for the animal/person involved perceiving the
experience. The recovery process includes replacing old associations with new
perceptions .Create a systematic desensitization plan...

1.)taking the time to sit with your dog everyday in the car for an hour with no
intention of driving. Just read a book or watch some videos. Refrain from giving
your dog any affection during its coping process. Do this for a week. Over time you
will notice he will  start laying down and sleeping because it starts to create an
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association of boredom and no longer anticipates a drive, destination or outcome.
Don’t move on to step 2 until this happens.

2.) The second week start incorporating a feeding ritual in the car to create a
positive association. Very similar to crate training. If he eats in the car it means he is
no longer representing stress as dogs who are stressed don’t eat. Don’t move on to
step 3 until he eats regularly in the car, again no intentions of driving.

3.) Third week is the same as step one except you take the car around the block
(not through the neighborhood) just a 5 minute drive and pull back in the driveway
to finish your hour. This step now creates a new association that the anticipated
destination should not cause any anxiety because you're just heading back home.

4.) The last step is to now create a positive association by incorporating fun
destinations that include playdates with other balanced friends, people, places etc.
and not making destinations that the car is only used for destinations that can
cause stress like the vets office etc.

Hope this helps. If you have any additional questions or want to chat on the phone
you can visit

Should I Board and Train a Fearful Dog?

Question:

Hi Tony, Colorado has a prison dog training program where you can send your dog
off for 4 weeks to be trained in one of the 3 prisons in Colorado with the program.
I've spoken to a few people who have sent their dogs to this program and say
hands down, they would do it again because their dogs were trained really well.

However, I don't know if this is something a wolfdog would be suited for. My girl is
almost 7 months old and I'm currently on the waitlist for this winter. But she has
some major fear of people as well that I’ve been working on but she’s still pretty
freaked out by strangers. She will warm up faster with other dogs around though.

1. With a wolfdog this young, would this cause any bonding issues in terms of her
coming back to me and not having any sort of bond anymore or having to rebuild
the bond?

2. Is sending a wolfdog off to be trained elsewhere even wise at all?
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3. If this is something that would be ok for her to go do, how can I ensure she gets
the nutrients she needs? Freeze dry some meat and other veggies/fruits to add to
her kibble? I tried to ask about sending down meat for her each week but they
never answered me (guessing it's a no).

Answer:

As a professional who has worked with problem behaviors for 30yrs now I don’t
even offer board and training anymore for regular breeds let alone a wolfdog.

For simple cases maybe, but when working with flighty or feral type behavior 2-3
week board and training just causes more stress.

The only way I would do a board and train for that kind of a case is if I had the dog
for three months, and that would only be to properly assess and give a fair chance
to how realistically we can achieve progress.

As an example I took a feral case named Wakanda from a breeding at Star Cross
kennels, before the gentleman died. It’s now been 3 years and I’m able to walk her
in public, let strangers pet her. At this point she will never come when called, but
when she realizes that I’m trying to retrieve her, she doesn’t run anymore, she lays
down and will let me carry her or put her on a leash. That took me 2 years to even
see that kind of progress!!

So if I was to ever take a case like that again, it would not be a board and train, it
would be an owner surrender, because there is NO WAY an owner can afford a 2
year board and train. Afterwards I would take the responsibility to either see if the
previous owners would like the dog back or I would rehome. These kinds of cases
take a lot of time, energy and money to properly rehabilitate.
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Chapter 8: The American Wolfdog

So You're Thinking Of Getting An American Wolfdog?

What exactly is a wolfdog?
If you're looking for an American Wolfdog breeder in the United States, you'll be
surprised to learn that there are relatively few genuine breeders and a lot of con artists.
Also, many breeders will not sell to just anybody; in fact, it's not uncommon for a
respectable breeder to need a year of relationship building before they will sell you one.
Keep in mind that I'm discussing a true High Content American Wolfdog with Gray Wolf.

Is there a preference for a certain percentage of wolf content? True, the greater the
content, the more difficult it is to tell the difference between a wolfdog and a wild wolf,
but believe it or not, the higher the content and multi-generational breeding, the more
predictable and easy to work with in regards to living a harmonious life. Before making a
commitment you should also look into state legislation and county/city policies in your
area, as some require permits or are banned altogether.
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It has nothing to do with the fact that a wolfdog is a hybrid; it is simply breed regulation,
similar to Pitbull legislation. In fact, all of the breed mixes at your local animal shelter are
intraspecific hybrids. Wolfdogs are intraspecific hybrids as well.

To dispel misconceptions, wolfdogs are
not dangerous, nor are they Wolf
Hybrids or wild Wolves. They are
multigenerational Wolfdogs, and they
are classified as domestic animals
under Federal US Code 9 CFR Section
1.1 Definition. As wolves are classified
as Canis Lupus in the scientific
community, since 1758 science has
always recognized dogs as Canis Lupus
Familiaris, because dogs are considered
a subspecies of the gray wolf.

A Wolfdog is, after all, simply a dog.
This includes breeds such as the

German Shepherd. Once called the Alsatian Wolf Dog. The public's reaction to the new
moniker was two fold. Although the dog's popularity grew, there was widespread
opposition to its introduction because of its close links to recent wolf in its foundation
breeding, which in the public's view were misrepresented as dangerous and
unpredictable. Finally, the British Kennel Club eliminated the wolf connection from the
breed's name and renamed it the Alsatian. The dogs were referred to by this name until
1977, when the breed's name, German Shepherd, was introduced.

Wolfdogs are typically shy and self-protective creatures, but with the correct care and
attention throughout their imprinting and socialization stage, they may become quite
gregarious and "pet-like" in their behavior. They are not like other breeds in that they are
not devoted to their owners, they are not bold or aggressive, and they will retreat from
anything that they consider to be frightening, even other people. They may appear to be
frightening, yet they are everything but. A Wolfdog is the WORST kind of security dog
on the planet.

Wild Wolves do not make good pets, and even high-content domestic Wolfdogs are
usually high-maintenance, demanding, and intense animals. In conclusion, while many
people believe they want a Wolfdog, once they realize what it takes to properly own
one, they soon change their views.
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If you want a Wolfdog for guard dog work, you will soon realize they are not at all
protective. They are quite intense in their actions, communication, wants and they do
not fit well into the normal family. They don't act like a well-bred breed. They require
significantly more time and effort than a typical breed.

Wolfdogs are aloof and self-sufficient. Wolfdogs are not docile like other breeds, but
they may be obedience trained to live happily with people if given careful and persistent
handling. As a result, you should set reasonable goals for them.

Wolfdogs have a reputation for being quite
destructive. They may or may not want to
be inside, and when they are, they will
typically ruin stuff. Furniture, flooring, and
other items, for example. Wolfdogs are not
house hounds who can be left alone, and
they should always be supervised indoors.

Wolfdogs should never be owned by
someone who does not have a large
enough outside space to dedicate to them.
Just like other breeds Wolfdogs are not

always suitable for children or the elderly since they are powerful and dramatic enough
to hurt youngsters or the elderly by mistake due to their large size and over-excited
nature. They are affectionate, but not a patient and gentle family dog. They resemble a
hyperactive huge puppy.

Wolfdogs are pricey and require a lot of upkeep. A high content wolfdog with
documented pedigree may cost anywhere from $3,500 to $5,000 at the time of this
article's publication. An enclosure, for example, can cost between $8,500 and $15,500
to construct. They require a safe and wide outside place with considerable fencing,
which is generally a huge enclosure. They require a particular diet that includes raw
meals which consist of meat, bones and organs in balanced proportions. Even with their
most minimal requirements, they are not a casual pet.

Wolfdogs are at times hypersensitive. Their interactions, responses, and behaviors are
all far more theatrical than those of a typical breed. This includes "scary" behaviors like
resource guarding. Just as People may be  concerned when they hear two bully breeds
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play (both are highly noisy). They may or may not get along with other dogs, particularly
once they reach adulthood. After about two years of age, they become less tolerant in
their behavior and often develop same sex aggression. After they've outgrown
puppyhood, many Wolfdogs are rehomed or taken to a shelter when they are no longer
simple or convenient to care for.

So, when you contemplate getting a Wolfdog, please be aware of the obstacles these
dogs face as well as the long-term commitment you'll be making. Only a small
percentage of people have the relevant experience. To effectively own a Wolfdog, you
must have the necessary information, facilities, and absolute
patience/hard-headedness.
After all of that, if you're interested in learning more about wolfdog ownership, I provide
regular workshops and seminars for prospective wolfdog owners as well as continuing
education for  dog trainers. As a canine Behaviorist I am well-known in wolfdog circles
throughout the world and online. So I can assist you with whatever behavior or diet
counseling you require.

There are many benefits to owning
a wolfdog; they will teach you a
great deal about yourself as well as
Canine culture in general.

They're really clever and devoted!
Indeed, one of the most challenging
aspects of rehomed Wolfdogs is
that they remain devoted to their
previous owner and find it
extremely difficult to trust a new
owner throughout their lives. As a
result, you must be certain that if
you decide to keep a wolf dog, you
will devote yourself to that animal

because rehoming them is quite tough. It's difficult for them to be removed from what
they consider to be their lifetime group and have no idea why they're in a new setting.
Consequently, they suffer despite the fact that they have been rehomed to a loving
household.

So, if wolfdogs are dogs, why are they so difficult to train and control? Breeding
Wolfdogs has never been a controlled breed governed by a registry such as the AKC or
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UKC, primarily because our usual AKC breeds have undergone far more development
and selective breeding. Even your adopted shelter dogs become difficult to handle when
selective breeding is not done properly, and they are frequently returned. Be sure you
already have done your research and if you are in need of assistance you can reach out
to me to help you with the transition from puppyhood to adulthood.
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